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celebrating 75 _years of excellence in collegiate journalism
page twelve
The 2002 Ohio Valley Conference Champion Racer football
team finished spring training
Wednesday with the Iron Horse
Challenge.

pap nine
Murray State's dance company
showcases creative dance and
choreography in "A New
World" in Robert E. Johnson
Theatre this weekend.
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Two students face charges after burglaries
by Adam L Mathis
wire editor
Two students have been charged
in connection to burglaries on campus.
Sophomore running back Ulysses
Odom, from Marrero, La., was
summoned into court April 16 on
second-degree burglary and theft by
unlawful taking charges.
Lt. Maureen Randoll said
Odom' s summons was in connection with an April 15 burglary in
Hester College. The Hester caller

reported a missing television and
Playstation 2.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison
said. if convicted, athletes could be
suspended and face other penalties.
"Athletics is just like any other
group on campus . ... Any time one
of our members commits a crime,
we handle it appropriately," Dennison said.
Racer Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
was unavailable for comment as of
deadline.
Dwayne White, fres~man from
Detroit, was charged with first-

degree criminal trespass in connection with a March 12 burglary in
Eli:.r.abeth College.
In addition to the burglaries connected with Odom and White, two
other thefts were reponed in Elizabeth College. Odom and White
have not been connected to these
incidents.
Two thefts were reported last
weekend in Elizabeth College are
r.tising concerns about security on
campus.
Lauren Friske!, sophomore from
Nashville, Tenn., reported a missing

Sexual assault reporter
chooses not to cooperate
by Melissa Kilcoyne
news editor
According to a Univer.;ity ~s release, the
complainant in the reported March I sexual
assault in White College has chosen to stop
cooperating with the police investigation, but
Anne Bidwell, community oulre3ch coordinator
for the Rape Crisis Center, said it does llOl mean
the COJWllaint was unfounded.
"If they do report the crime, a lot of times victims will stop cooperating with the police
because lhe criminaJ-ju11tiCe process is lengthy,"
she said. "(Jbe public'!i) tendeocy is to question
the validity of the statement, bull would caution
people to think about what they're about to say.
... A lot of times, it's not that lhey don't want to
catch the people: it's they want to put it behind
them.''
According to the Murray State News

Bureau's press release, "Because the complainant has elected not to cooperate with the.
inve:-.tig:uion, it can go no further at this time.''
Bidwell said because victims often fear the
stigma attached to reporting rapes or sexual
assaults, only 2 percent of the in..:idents are
reported.
''Instead of inve~tigating lhe crime, the public
tends to blame the victim.'' Bidwell said. "It's
never the victim's fault becau.c;e no one walks
around waiting to be 'aSsaulted."
Bidwell said ll1a11Y victims feel it is easier to
~top an inw:;ti8ation than to proceed with a trial.
Public Salcty officialS said they could bot
comment on the complainant's decision not to
cooperate with the investigation.
University officials .encourage students to
comply v.ith safety standards and continue locking their door.;. They abo encourngc residents to
report unusual occurrences.

laptop computer, valued at $1,200,
and Laura Mattingly, junior from
Hamed, reported approximately 80
missing compact discs.
Friske! noticed her laptop missing
when .she returned to her room after
visiting home and immediately
reported the incident to Public Safely, she said.
Friske I also said she posted flyers
on campus about her missing laptop
and checked with area pawn shops.
"I had papers written on (the laptop) and homework, just like everything on there," Friske! said.

Mattingly said she noticed her
missing items after returning from
jogging. She first believed it was a
joke since she found her television,
shirt and cordless phone in the stairwell.
She said when she went jogging,
her door had been left unlocked.
"I would leave it unlocked when l
was jogging because I didn't want
to take my keys," Mattingly said.
She also said she believes someone may have noticed her leaving
since another person on Mattingly's
Ooor left her door unlocked the

entire weekend and reponed nothing stolen.
David Wilson, interim Housing
director. said he believes there have
been more thefts this semester.
approximately five or six., und many
of the thefts occur because students
fail to lock their doors.
"In this area, people are a lot
more trusting," Wilson said.
Robert Valentine, co-head of
Eli7.abeth college, said they nrc laking preventative steps. such as having desk workers remind residents
to lock their doors.

IFC declares Baurer scholarship namesake
Seth Combs
staff writer
The Murray State Interfraternity
Council announced the creation of an
annual scholarship honoring Jim Baurer, IFC adviser. Tuesday night during
the All Greek
Assembly.
The scholarship. named the
Jim Baurer Fraternity
Leadership Scholarship,
was established
by an IFC resolution passed lust
week.
IFC Interim
President
Jon
Wright said Baurer deserved the
honor because of
Jim Baurer
IFC Adviser
his outstanding

leadership in the fraternity system.
"Anyone can give him a plaque.
This is something that will last forever," Wright said. "He could be the
adviser of any organization on campus. but he chose to be our hands-on
adviser."
According to the official declaration
passed in the IFC, the award was. created "to honor their adviser ... for his
dedicated service and leadership to the
organization."
The scholarship will be awarded
yearly to a member of the JFC who
exemplifies outstanding leadership
qualities and selfless devotion to the
Greek community. According lo the
declaration, preference will be given
to chapter presidents and IFC officer•.
Baurer said the award was a welcome surprise.
••1 really appreciated it, but I was
also caught off-guard," be said. "I didn't have a Greek background in col-

lege myself, so I am really appreciative of the honor."
Baurer, also the director of the Curris Center, said his interest in becoming the first IFC adviser wao; not a difficult decision. He said the University
needed someone for the position, and
he was a good candidate.
"(The adviser position) was something the University was interested
in," Baurer said. "There was a need
there, and it was a good lit. A lot of
those students I knew already from the
intramural office and the Student Government Association."
According to the declaration, the
scholarship will be worth a minimum
of $.500 and will be provided by the
IFC.
Annual recipient selection will be
made by a committee composed of the
vice president of Student Affairs, the
IFC adviser and the University Scholarship director.

Lodging, paperwork problems plague graduation
0

No Vacancy

0

No MAP Reports

MarciOwen

by Kristin Watson

!'it:tff writer

staff writer

Because of a lack of lodging available in
Murray, many family members and friends of
May graduates may have to look elsewhere
for accommodations.
WiUl graduation lillie more 'than two weeks
away, few facilities in Murray have rooms
available for May 9 or 10.
Mary Pearce, Amerihost Inn employee,
said the hotel has been booked for more than
live months.
"May graduation always books up fast,"
Pearce said. "We nonnally book up by midSeptember."
An employee of Shoney's Inn said many
families begin planning for May graduation
when school starts in August.
"A lot of parents will just go ahead
and make reservations before they
know if their children are graduating
so that they can be assured a room,"
he said.
Ryan Ray. Murray Tourism Comn•ission executive director, said with
ubout 275 rooms available in Murray, Jack of
lodging is often a problem for many events.
'There are several events here where people have to go out of town for lodging,'' Ray
said. "Sporting events often fill up the hotels
in the area."
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said while he has nor received any
phone calls yet from parents who are unable

Melissa Tipton never saw it coming.
Tipton, senior from Henderson, said after
spending thousands of dollars on tuition and
books, she discovered :;he was six. hours short
of her criminal-justice degree requirements.
"(The graduate office) could care less about
how unfair it is that students get shafted,"
Tipton said. ••1 just found out I would not
graduate until next May, and I was told time
and ngain that I would be out of here in
December 2003. Why even get our hopes up
if we are going to have our whole parade
rJined on?"
Although she is officially set to graduate
nex't May, Tipton suid she will never forget
having th~ most anticipated moment of her
college career denied.
''I believe the people at Sparks are
geniuses who have mastered the art of
not letting students graduate at their
expected time," Tipton said.
"The first couple times 1 got my
(Murray Academic Progress) report,
there were clerical errors that made it impossible to decipher what I actually needed to
take."
Jan Parm, assistant registrar, said MAP
reports remain a valuable resource.
"MAP reports arc really good," Parm said.
"Although transfer work is sometimes not
displayed on it. students have to pay attention
to what the reports say. and (the reports) are
not too complex to do so."
Andrea Kessinger, senior from Owensboro,

see HOTELS I 15

said she thought she would have to turn down in the world, but advisers and stujobs because of an overlooked humanities dents can only do so much," Tipelective.
ton said. ''The system ultimately
"I have been student teaching in Henderson wins."
all semester," Kessinger said. "It has been the
Parm said students must request
best semester of my life, and I had possible graduation packets two weeks prior
job prospects lined up after graduation this to receiving them in the mail.
May. Then I got this letter in the mail stating
"So many students are just now
that I was three hours short because of a total- requesting (graduation) packets for
ly forgotten humanities elective."
December commencement." Parm
Kessinger said she rushed to Murray to find said. "Well, the deadline was April 8,
a way to obtain credit for the missing hours.
and it takes a considerable amount of
"I talked to everyone imaginable and con- time to receive the packets, have professidered taking a CLEP test," Kessinger said. · sors and advisers sign them and return them
"I was desperate since I have not been paid all to our office. I do not feel sorry for students
semester long.
who procrastinate."
..It was a miracle when my adviser and I
Parm said it is wise for .students
were able to change my degree from a bache- to examine the packets with their
lor of arts to a bachelor of science ... but what designated advisers, "who
a scare.''
they should already be in
While catalogs or advisers are sometimes to familiar contact with."
blame for these situations, students should
"(Advisers) are there
take more responsibility in keeping tabs on to clarify any questheir major requirements and MAP reports, tions students have,
Parm said.
but think of it this
"Students just do not look over their way: It is the stureports," she said. "It happens even more dents who are
often than you think. Some students depend graduating, not
on their friends to tell them what classes they our
faculty
need to take. Of course those students do not and
staff,"
graduate on time."
Parm said.
Student have half the responsibility of
Kessinger
ensuring a timely graduation; but the MAP- said
she
report office should double-check MAP believes
that
reports, and advisers should assist as much as often mistakes are
possible.
"My adviser has been the most helpful lady
see REPORTS I 15
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Correction
In the April 18 issue of "The Murray
State News," a letter to the editor about
the Hospice Benefit incorrectly said the
event is scheduled for June 14. The benefit will be held June 17.

Thursday, April 17

Jury indicts Gavin for $1,200
theft from Lambda Chi Alpha
A grand jury indicted William
Gavin, sophomore from Jackson,
Miss., for
first-degree
robbery
Wednesday morning.
The indictment was made in connection with a theft at the Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity house April 6. Chris
Jung, junior from Cincinnati and president of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity,
reported $1,200 stolen.
The grand jury decided Gavin used a
threat of force with a dangerous
weapon to cause physical harm to
Jung when he struck Jung with his
vehicle.

TICkets for Nickel Creek concert
on sale in several locations
Nickel Creek will play a concert at
the Regional Special Events Center on
Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets for reserved seats are $15, or
$10 with a valid Racercard.
To reserve tickets, phone 762-5577 or
visit one of the following ticket outlets:
the Student Government Association
Office; Sunset Boulevard, in Murray;
Betsy's Hallmark, in Benton; Unga
Bunga Music, in Paducah; Dj's Music,
in Paris, Tenn.

65th-annual Senior Breakfast
to honor grad students, seniors
The 65th annual Senior Breakfast

~ wilJ be held at 8 a.m. Tuesday in the
:

Curris Center Ballroom.
The breakfast honors graduating
seniors, graduate students and retired
faculty and staff.
For more information, phone the
Student Affairs Office at 762-6831.

· Ensemble to clean grounds,
. earn money for conference
The Murray State trumpet ensemble
will clean the Badcgr.ound.Qunpgrounds
at Land Between the Lakes fnml 8 a.m.-to
3 p.m. Saturday in celebration of its
acceptance to perform at the lntemation-

John Underwood, senior telecommunication systems management major from
Louisville, leaves the Doyle Fine Arts center after s tudying late Mond ay night.
al Trumpet Guild Conference.
To reduce the cost of the registration
fee for the conference, the ensemble is
asking for p ledges for every bag of litter collected at Land Between the
Lakes. Donations are welcome.
For more information or to make a
donation, phone Robert Murray at
762-6337.

Murray State Advertising Club
to present at Ohio competitbl
The Murray State Advertising Club
will attend the National Student
Advertising Competition for the Fifth
District of the American Advertising
Federation on Saturday in Cincinnati.
The Advertising Club w ill p resent
its comprehensive advertising campaign for the Toyota Matrix at 10:45
a.m.
The team that wins the district will
advance to the national competition on
June 5 in Los Angeles.
For more information, v i sit
"':ww.aaf.org.

Annual Relay for Life in Murray

go to the American Cancer Society.
For more information, phone Kay
Ray at 753-5851.

Murray State Academic Team
searches for new coach
The Murray State Academic Team is
searching for a new coach.
The position requires the coach to conduct weekly one-hour practices and to
drive the team to three in-state tournaments.
All interested faculty should apply.
For more information,phone
Manocher Djasemi at 762-6920.

Music deparbnent to host
annual keyboard festival May 3
The department of music's keyboard
unit will host the 15th-annual Contemporary Keyboard Festival on May 3 in
the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The festival will feature 22 piano s~
dents from area schools in grades five
through 11.
The piano solos will begin at 1 p.m.
For more information, phone Dr.
Richard Scott at 762-6443.

contributes to cancer society
The seventh-annual Relay for Life in
Murray will be held from 7 p.m. May 2
to 10 a.m . May 3 at Roy Stewart Stadi'uir\.
,More than 100 team~ are participat• ing.
All proceeds from Relay for Life will

Campus Briefly is compiled by :Vanessa
Childers, assistant news editor.

Not happy with your ID
picture?
Changed residential colleges?
Tired of that annoying beeping When
you go to eat?

UPDATE YOUR ID
FREE!!
APRIL 28-MAY 2, 2003
ONLY!!!
e MUST TURN IN CURRENT VALID ID
e Not good for lost card
Racer Card Office - Located on the 1st Floor of the
Curris Center
Hours of Operation: Monday-Thursday 8:00-5:00

5:33 p.m. A resident adviser in Elizabeth College reported a laptop computer was missing from a resident's
room. A report was taken.

1:42 a.m . A caller reported that a
light had been left on in a car.
2:02 p.m. A caller reported a figh t in
front of Hart College. Emergency
Medical Services and Housing were Monday, April 21
notified.
1:59 a.m. A caller reported a vehicle
5:02 p .m . A caller reported ju veniles with its emergen cy lights on had
at Stewart Stadium yelling at pass- been parked in a fire Jane for two
ing cars.
h ours. The owner refused to move
6:28 p.m. The Clark College resi- the vehicle, and a citation was
dence director reported a fire extin- . issued.
guisher missing from the second 8:11 p.m. A caller reported a male
floor of the college.
exposin g h imself in the College
Courts area. A report was taken.
Friday, April 18
10:34 p.m. The C lark College resi12:33 a.m. An officer from the sher- dence director reported a p lumbing
iff's office requested assistance for problem in a residential-college
a noise complaint at the Alp h a room. Central Plant was notified.
Gamma Rho fraternity house.
9:17 p.m. A caller reported water Tuesday, April 22
pouring down an outside stairwell 1:27 a.m . A caller reported an indiat the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Facil- vidual had passed out in front of
ities Management and was notified. Alexander Hall. Emergency Medical
11:13 p .m. A caller reported a pos- Services responded.
sible drunk driver passing the 3:00 p .m. An individual at the UniAlpha Tau Omega fraternity house. versity Police Department needed to
The Murray Police Department was file a vandalism report. A report was
notified.
taken.

Saturday, April19
7:19 a.m. The fire alarm in Richmond
College was activated after a resident
stuck in a bathroom triggered the
sprinkler.
9:37 a.m. A Franklin College resident
reported that the air conditioner in the
resident's room was smoking. Public
Safety, the Murray Police Department
and Central Plant responded.
2:37 p.m. A caller ad vised she was
stuck in an elevator in Faculty Hall.
Central Plant was notified. The Murray Fire Department freed the subject.
5:57 p.m. A caller reported the theft of
compact discs. A report was taken.

Sunday, April 20
3:09 a.m . A caller reported b lack
marks and a cigarette butt by the elevators in Regents College.
11:02 a.m. An officer reported a vehicle with a flat tire in the Stewart Stadiwnpar~IQt. Theo~oftbe r....
de w~s contacted.
3:57p.m. A caller reported .that he was
locked out of his car.

11:46 p.'m. A Franklin College resi·
dent reported items stolen from his
room. An officer advised that it was
a prank.

Wednesday, April 23
2:27 a.m. A Regents College desk
worker advised the fire panel was
showing trouble. Facilities Management and Central plant were notified.
11:17 a.m . A caller reported a fire in
the Franklin College kitchen that
occurred Tuesday. Murray Fire
Department was notified. A report
was taken.
10:05 p.m. University Police advised
they were searching for a missing
juvenile.
Racer Escorts - 18
Motor Assists - 1

Police BeiU is Ef~dl ~ v~
dnTim, assiStant news tdator, 'from
materials provided by Palblic Safety. All
dispatched calls are not listed.

dJ.herra
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Seniors make decisions, prepare for future
Students contemplate
walking in ceremony

Graduates face faltering economy

"After seeing a graduation, I realized there
wasn'tmuch effort put into the ceremony; it's
extremely long and boring." Scott said.
With commencement ceremonies set for ' "Because of that, I was only interested in my
the morning of May 10. a number of current diploma. That's what I was there for anystudentc; and recent graduates are debating way."
Some studentc; and recent grc1duates, such
whether or not participating at graduation is
as Mears, said some students walk at comworth the years spent working for a degree.
Many seniors, such as Doug Herring of mencemen t
Metropolis. Ill.• said they walk at the com- even though
mencement ceremony more for their parents they will not
graduate for
than themselves.
"I'm walking, but it's not that big of a deal another semes·
to me," Hening said. "1 figure if my parents terormore.
"My senior
want to see me walk, then I'll walk. They' re
the ones that put up most of the money for me year I heani of
to come here anyway, but it's a long time to people saying
how they were
sit there."
A number of Murray State alumni remem- going to walk
ber the commencement ceremonies they anyway, even
though they
attended to celebrate their graduations.
Christine Mears, a May 200 I graduate still had anothfrom Hopkinsville, said she attended two er semester or
left,"
.recent commencement ceremonies at Murray year
said.
State, one for her fiance in 1999 and her own Mears
"As long as you have that little card with your
in 2001.
"I attended my ftance's winter gmduation name on it, you can walk.''
Scott said he also knew of individuals who
at Lovett in 1999," Mears said. "It wa~ really
bad. I had to stand the whole time. and 1 walked long before they were supposed to
graduate.
couldn't hear anything."
"[ had a couple friends that walked early
Mears said the spring commencement was
because they wanted to walk with their friend
better but could still be in1proved.
"I didn't think it was too bad. 1 couldn't or fiance," Scott said. " It just didn't seem like
hear much. and I wish they had mentioned there was any organization."
Smith said she was not sure how easily one
what kind of degree you were getting. They
just said your name," Mears said. "You also of the graduation cards could be obtained.
"They have tables set up before the ceredon' t sit with your (academic) college.
mony where they give you the cards," Smith
Everyone just sits wherever they want."
( Sandy Smith, a May 2002 graduate from said. "[f you don't fill out a graduation pack·
Benton, Ill., said the ceremony was adequate et, you don't get a card.''
Don Robenson. vice president of Student
but wa-; impersonal. Smith also said a ceremony conducted according to academic col- Affairs, said the commencement ceremonies
lege might benefit the commencement cere- are lengthy because of the personal attention
MllJTay State graduates receive.
mony.
"What I like about our ceremony is two
"It was a good finale to my college career,"
Smith said. "It was really long though .... I things: We still personally recognize each
gues!> if you graduated by academic college individual student. That is what makes our
ceremony so long. Most schools our size just
you might not feel so lost in the 1.:rowd."
Other alumni found reasons not to walk in have the different clao;ses stand up," Roberttheir own graduations. John Scott, a May son said. "The other thing is the outstanding
2000 graduate from Hopkinsville. said he senior man and woman giving the com·
was not impressed with earlier ceremonies he mencement addresses. The focus is really on
the studentS."
attended

With rising unemployment and a falter·
ing economy, the job market is down, but
graduating seniors can take comfort knowing a college education may provide an
. upper band in a competitive market.
According to the Department of Labor
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics, national
unemployment reached 5.8 percent (8.4
million peo·
pie) in March
2003 and 3.1
percent
of
individuals
with
bacca l au reate,
masters
or
doctorate
degrees were
unemployed.
One in five
unemployed
people have
been so for at
least
27
week:s.
Unemployment is the highest it has been
in six years; approximately 19.000 jobs
were lost in 2002.
•
Despite how the numbers may affect job
hunters' morale, some officials predict the
future of the job market will improve.
According to a press release from Michi·
gan State University, the job market is
expected to remain soft in 2003, but there
will be a few promising spots.

by Seth Combs
staff writer

by Vanessa Childers
assistant news editor and

Adam L Mathis
wire editor

CONTINUED
GRADUATION
COVERAGE

"l think (the job market) is going to be
positive," said Ross Meloan, director of
Career Services. ''The current global situation may be ironing out, and that will come
into play (with the market)."
Meloan said the Internet-based system
Murray Stnte uses for job and career rec~it
ing tells officials in the Career Services
office much about what graduating seniors
are facing.
•'The system started (in Sept 2002) with
zero employers, and now 158 companies
have contaCted our system," Meloan said.
"Those I58 tie into severaJ more hundred,
even thousands of other companies looking
because they are growing."
Carlos Cracraft, the chief labor market
analyst for Kentucky, said he thinks the
most rapidly declining jobs are those in the
farming, bank-telling and textile fields.
The Bureau of labor Statistics project<:
that overall employment will grow I5.2 per·
cent between 2000 and 2010.
Meloan said he did not think this growth
would be like that of the mid· '90s, but he
did expect it to be moderate and conservative.
"The most significant demand of college
graduates will not come from college
growth but from net replacement needs,"
Meloan said.
With the baby-boomer generation nearing retirement, corporations will want to till
those positions with well-educated people
from American colleges and universities,
Meloan said.
•
"The education and the skills of a gradu·
ate, regardless of the job outlook. has a lot
to do with (finding a job)," Cracraft said.
According to the "Fall 2002 Occupation-

a1 Outlook Handbook," jobs that require a
baccalaureate degree will rise 2 1.6 percem
and offer higher pay and better benefits
between the years 2000 and 2010.
"More and more jobs are requiring
advanced education. Even the associatedegree person is probably going to have a
better opportunity than the high school (person)," Cracraft said. "More and more jobs
require more and more education."
The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects
that jobs in the professional area and relat·
ed-occupations group will grow faster and
add more workers (1 million) than any other
group.
"We have a large number of students
expecting to graduate in May, but if they
have waited until now (to stan looking for
jobs}, they will have to wait (to receive a
job)," Meloan said. "We recommend that
people begin looking for jobs six to nine
months (before graduation)."
According to a press release from Michigan State University. college graduates
must display a passion for the position they
are seeking and demonstrate an understanding of their personal mission and the mission of the company to which they are
applying.
Meloan said companies are looking for
employees who are well-rounded and have
communication, ~omputer and people
skills.
Said Meloan: "Some graduates are frustrated. but they can do this. They have to
loolc harder, look longer and be willing to
move."

The Associated Press contributed to this
story.

Wee Care Too
Now Tal<ing Enrollment!
Check out our New, EHciting
Life Skills Curriculum
State Rssistance Rvailable

762-8282 - Call Tod.ay
NEW OWNERS: Tung f} Gerald Dinh
11
We Jove to see your child smile."

1 09 S. 15th St.
753-5227

Open now on
701 S . 4 th St.
76 2- 0 2 0 2
' 5 p .m . - 7 p . m .

• Call for summer

loll • lra••a1 • AIIOlla~ed
6rea~ Plane1 • Ale • Horizon
Mon. -laaj.
Hobbl* lone • Cilobal
Mlaanum • 0.1. • (ars • lrulkl It a.m. • I p.m.
lun.
Plane1 • llo~ (arl • lralnl e~l.
1 p.m. • fi p.m.

IJij (lleJfllf If. t lllllf llo1ed on Iue.
Relax, Worship, Experience!

Featuring an elegant collection
of distinctive
gifts and
·
.

\

.

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m .

.~

VEM~~~
handbags and luggage.
Monday- Friday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
759-2 100

BRING A FRIEND!·
First Baptist Fellowship Hall

• •
optnton

opinion editor: Severo Avila
phone: 762-4468
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Students' input necessary
Our View
ISSUE:

What soap opera best
describes your life?
Why?
"'The Bold and
the Beautiful'
because look at
me."
Aaron Hooks
senior, St. Louis

"'Days of Our
Lives' because
campus keeps me
busy, and life is
always exciting."

Some studenrs
are unhappy
with the current
setup of graduation ceremonies.
POSITION:

By surveying
graduating
seniors, the
administration
can gather
enough information to make
commencement
ceremonies
enjoyable for
graduates and
cheir families.

Amanda Borcert
s<Jphomore, CamcJen. Tenn.

"'The Young and
the Restless'
because that's me
in two simple
words."

.

Graduates deserve a commencement
ceremony of which they can be proud,
one they can enjoy.
We have all heard the complaints
about graduation. Some students oelieve
the ceremon)l is too long, that it is boring or pointless.
Some would like the ceremony to be
conducted according to academic college or department. Others would like to
see graduates grouped by residential
college.
·
There are many suggestions as to how
Murray State's commencement ceremony can be improved, and studen.~s should
be the ones who ultimately dec1de what
changes are made to the ceremony.
We suggest the administration survey
graduating seniors to get an idea of the
changes that need to be made.
Student surveys would ensure the
administration receives students' suggestions on the type of ceremony they
would like. These surveys could pose
such issues as venue and time of the ceremony.
Students also could be asked if they
would prefer to be grouped by residential college, academic college or department.
Do students want to be called out individually, or would they rather receive
their dtplomas as a college or deJ?artment? These are questions the admtnistration should take into consideration to
form an idea of what its future alumni
want.
It could be that students are satisfied
with the current setup, but it also is quite
possible that students have suggestwns
as to how commencement can be
improved.
Murray State's graduating seniors
have devoted a few rears and more than
a few dollars to thts institution. They
deserve a commencement ceremony
they can be proud to attend.
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The staff editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of "The Murray
State News." The editorial board is composed of all section editors.

Brandon Long
senior, Jackson, Tenn.

Bush relies on coercive political force
: "'Passions' "~
because my little..
brother is'a ..
midget too."
I
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Beth Ann Dunavant
junior. Caruthetsvfl/11, Mo.

Jenny Hahn/The News

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175

Loree Stark
editor in chief • 762·6877
Ryan Brooks
associate editor • 762·4468
Melissa Kilcoyne
news editor • 762-4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762-4468
Kyser Lough
college life editor .. 762-4480
Chris Jung
sports editor • 762-4481
Seth Frank
online editor • 762-4468
Christopher French
chief copy editor • 762-4468
John Robison
photo editor • 762-4468
Areia Hathcock
advertising manager • 762-4478
Joe Hedges
adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University community's source tor informa·
lion.
Our goal is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News• otters a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relat·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and 1s an official publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 11 1 Wilson Hall.

t~s{e-mo~e'd·towarJ.:.j~~abJe.war
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Iraq. l took- p-art in the ·-smart can(i)elight
peace vigil at the Lincoln Memorial. Peter,
Paul and Mary took the stage, and we sang
the old anti-war songs. There were earnest
prayers for peace. Speakers called on President George W. Bush to allow the U.N.
inspectors to do their job and decried a war
that would trade blood for oil. A war not in
our name.
As I looked out on thousands of candles
of hope for peace and hot wax dripped on
my hand, I listened for the speech I hoped to
hear. But I didn't hear it.
What I heard were calls for America to
reject power and global responsibility. But
this is not the lesson America should take
from the current situation. Rather, America
must accept its global responsibility as the
remaining superpower and exercise leadership by example, persuasion and consensus
building. 1 even have a bumper-sticker ver·
sion: humane. effective American hegemony.
My embrace of the word hegemony may
seem strange, especially given the criticism
of American hegemony by the ami-war

~evement

and th""foreign press. It is-ttconcept not well understood by Americans, but
there's a sense that it's not a compliment,
particularly when it's linked with another
loaded word that Americans understnnd all
too well - imperialism. lt's clear that the
United States is being criticized for exercising its preeminent influence by coercion.
Bush has chosen to rely ~n coercive political force- or Hard Power- the least important and effective aspect of hegemony. Far
more important is Soft Power, the winning
of consent of other powers for American
goals by persuasion and consultation.
Bush did not take advantage of the sympathy bought the United States at the cost of
thousands of lives on 9-11 to build consensus through consultation, as a wise and
beneficent hegemonic power should. No.
Rather. Bush gave his infamous "Axis of
Evil" speech. promulgated his pernicious
doctrine of preemption, ran roughshod over
friend and foe alike and destroyed the unity
of NATO, America's most important
alliance system, leaving in its place a sad
"Coalition of the Willing"- the best friends
money can buy. In short. he cast America as

~·a~o~ant i~~ri~j pQWer.

Historian Paul Schroeder makes this distinction between an 1mperial power and a
hegemonic power: A hegemonic power is
the one without which no final decision can
be reached within a given system; its
responsibility is essentially managerial, to
see ihat a decision is reached. An imperial
power rules the system, imposes its decision
when it wishes.
Hegemony is not stable but a "moving
equilibrium" that must be ceaselessly negotiated. revised and reconfigured. To be an
effective. humane hegemon. to achieve a
global order based on the ideals of the Four
Freedoms (freedom of expression, freedom
of worship, freedom from want and freedom
from fear), America must persuade and
cooperate with other nations - something
Bush, an isolationist by nature, is not
indined to do.
History will JUdge this tragic failure, not
only for Bush's presidency and America,
but the world entire.

In My
Opinion

BilJ
ScheH

Bill Schell is an associate professor of history.
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Strangers assist fallen student
while others pay no heed
To the Editor:
Last Wednesday, I fell in front of
Faculty Hall. l am a victim of multiple
sclerosis and sometimes cannot feel my
legs. Wednesday morning was one of
those times. I would like to take this
opportunity to say a special "thank
you" to two nameless strangers who
helped me.
For the many who just passed me by
in the rain, you missed out on a great
blessing and getting to know me. However, I understand people fear the
unknown; it is hard to say or know
what to do.
To those two people whose names 1
did not have a chance to get, thank you
so much. May God bless you richly.
Pamela Simmons
senior
Mayfield

Resident advisers contribute
much to student well-being
To the Editor:
There is a group of students that often
goes unrecognized on this campus. These

students devote countless hours for the
bettennent of others. They are among the
most selfless individuals you will find.
They promote their colleges, are active in
the Residential College Council, are leaders in campus organization and are model
students and program coordinators in their
buildings so that residents team and have
fun. They are the resident advisers. your
support system for the floor or wings on
which they live. They give a shoulder to
cry on, a smiling face or a kind word. You
can count on them.
We just want to say thank you for all
that you do, most of which cannot be put
into words. Thanks, RAs of Clark College~
Brian, Jeremiah, Amy, Sly. Dana, Laura,
Jenny, Scott and Morgan. Great job, RAs
of Elizabeth College: Michelle Adams,
Michelle Meyer. Abe, T, Chris, Jenny,
Laura and Johannah. You're awesome.
Franklin College RAs: Chad, Dallas,
Andrew, Jen, Micah, Robbie, Amy and
Ondrej. You rule, Hart College RAs:
Jamie, Katie Dunman, Megan, Becky.
Susan, Katie Nimmo, Derick Vincent,
Marteze, Tyler, Ryan, Brad Wilson and
Jason Wilson. You rock. Hester RAs:
Melissa. Lauren, Alicia, Ben. Robbie,
Dana and Nathan. You're great.
Regents College RAs: Rebecca, Sarah,
Leslie. Kelly. Evan, Jacki. Nick and
Michael. Way to go. Richmond RAs:
Pookie, Kate, Meredith, Lacy, Doug,
Todd, Jonathan and John.
Thanks for the girl power, Springer
RAs: Cara, Lyndee. Magen. Amanda,
Kristen. Michelle, April and Crystal. Keep
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All of the ladies are ranked among the
top of the Ohio Valley Conference, and
the team has yet to be beaten by another OVC school this semester.
It is a team game, and as you can tell,
they win as a team. There is one lady
Racer that is making national news.
Her name is Lee-Anne Pace. She is a
The Housing Oflice, professional staff and freshman from South Africa, and she
joined the team this semester. She has
residence directors.
played in five tournaments and Wt)n
four of them. She has a record of 348Winning golf team's successes 6-2 - a winning percentage of 98 percent.
go unrecognized on campus
As you can tell, this is a very talented team, and I hope that I have shed
some light on a team that doesn't get
To the Editor:
enough credit. If you see a Lady Racer
· golfer, let her know you support the
One Qt. the best teams on campus team and tell her good luck at OVC.
goes unnoticed. That team is the MSU
The men's and women's OYC will
Lady Racers Golf Team. Since 1 have
been here, their record has been out- be at Paducah Communny College on
standing. Year in and year out, they are April 26-28.
the most consistent team at Murray
Brandon Henson
State. However. they seem to get less
senior
coverage than any team. Therefore,
since this is my last semester of eligi- Murray
bility for tht: men's team. I felt I should
let everybody know about a team that Wrtte to us
doesn't get the coverage it deserves.
'The Murray State News'' w~lcomes com·
We will just start with this year so we mentaries and l~ tq tbe edi.tor. Letters
don· t run out of space. ln the spring Should be• 300 wOrd$~ fewer and rnust be
semester alone they are 50-9; that is a fi~ed. Contrib1,1tor8 should jncluae
winning percentage of 85 percent . That ~$C:S and phone number.~ for verificais a!;tonishing in the game of golf con- tion. Please include hometQwn, classifica.
sidering £hat they play on different tion, title or relationship to the University.
courses, in different weather conditions ~"The Murray State News'' reserves the
and against top-of-the line competition. ~ght ro.«titfQr sty1edengtll and ~ontent.
up the great work. White Colle_ge RAs.;
Josh. Tracie, Lisa, Ashlee, Leslie, AJ,
Cory and Joanna. And finally, thanks a
bunch, College Courts RAs: Wendy and
Emily.
Again, thank you for all that you do. We
cannot do it without each one of you.
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Crowd boos
free speech
at concert
In My
Opinion

Marci

Owen

"While most
audience
members
cheered
Vedder's
encouragement of First
Amendment
rights, a dull
chorus of
boos also
drifted
through the
amphitheater."

"Free speech lives on." The words rang out
last Friday night as Eddie Vedder and the
other members of Pearl Jam stood on the
AmSouth Amphitheater stage in Nashville,
Tenn.
While most audience members
cheered Vedder's encouragement of
First Amendment rights, a dull chorus of boos also drifted through the
amphitheater.
Vedder, who is about as liberal as they
come. had preceded the statement with a performance of the controversial song ''Bushleaguer," which clearly expresses his negative
opinion of George W. Bush' s actions as president.
Although I would not begin to condemn citizens of this country for disagreeing with
Vedder and the views expressed in the song, I
was disturbed by the criticism of his freespeech statement.
As an American citizen and a reporter, I
treasure the rights to freedom of speech and
the press granted to us in the First Amendment. Those rights, which I personally hold
above all other Constitutional rights, are what
make me feel so fortunate to live in this country.
There has been a great deal of name-calling
in the past few months; most notably, opposition to the war has somehow been branded as
"anti-American." In my opinion, there is nothing more American than exercising our Constitutional rights.
Many have said celebrities should not be
free to use their ''positions of power" to sway
public opinion. I have noticed, however. that
those statements are only made when celebrities are in disagreement with mainstream
views.
Nobody complained when Vedder condemned the terrorists involved in the Sept. II
anacks. While I would not begin to compare
the actions of the United States government to
those responsible for the attacks, the principle
remains the same.
Although I disagreed with the government's
decision to go to war in Iraq, I understand
there are many who felt it was "necessary to
sustain our democracy." However, critics of
war protesters must realize we would have no
democracy had our founding fathers not questioned the actions of another government.
In 22 years of life, I have not met one person, excluding small children, who have not
disagreed with a decision or action made by
the U.S. government at some point in their
lives.
Di:.agree with whomever you want,
although you do not need my permission to do
so, but think before you attack someone's
right to disagree with you.

5

Student applauds brother's
choice to answer God's call
Many of us believe we have a reason for
being in college. not just ro better ourselves
but to find ourselves searching for something
in a way that makes us realize what we are
being "called" to do.
I need to say that the best pan about being
Greek is that you get' to share brotherhood
with men characterized by great ideals and
morals. men who share a vision for their future
and help you find yours as well.
There is one brother in particular who has
caught my attention, but it's sad that I won't
get to spend the rest of my years at Murray
State with him. His name is Brad Wilson, and
he is leaving this town because his hean has
seen a different path.
Brad will enroll at Lindenwood in the fall
semester to begin a quest to lead youth closer
to Jesus by reflecting on his own faith-filled
experiences. There will be no more University
sporting events to cheerlead, no more mudding
expeditions with his truck in nearby areas. no
more residents to give advice to at Han College and no more fraternity meetings for Brad
to attend.
Instead, Brad will use his residential-advising techniques to become devoted to being a
motivator Jed by his own passion for God.
During the past year, it has been evident that

Brad has been prayerfully seeking God and
asked His help to discern his special plan and
calling for his life after leading small groups
last summer with his former youth group from
Sikeston, Mo.
I have noticed how happy and full of joy
Brad has been because he has been in the middle of God's will and plan.
·
The Bible says God places a desire and a
passion in our hearts to do the things He calls
us to do. Brad has become aware'that his purpose will draw him away from this University.
but this is what God wants.
I consider Brad someone who has the passion to share the word that fills his hean and
soul with conviction, and I am truly honored
to know him and wish him the very best.
Brad believes there is a divine plan and purpose for himself that will lead him to that
moment of insight for discovering what can be
his with the help of faith.
Thank you, Brad, for having the strength to
ask God to give you the faith and courage to
follow, wherever he leads you.

Johfl Coomes is a sophomore business management major from Owensboro.
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John
Coomes

"Brad
believes there
is a divine
plan and purpose for himself that will
lead him."
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Mard Owen is a staff writer for "The
Murray State News."

John acknowledges enthusiastic readers, so-called friends
On

the
John

Well folks, in roughly three weeks, I will no
longer be a lowly undergrad at Murray State.
This is actually a pretty troubling period for
me, as I do not handle life changes very well.
I cried when "Quantum Leap'' had its series
finale. I wailed when McDonald's got rid of
the McPizza, and jeez, don't even get me
staned on puberty.
So. I thought I would use this commentary
to say a few things I have wanted to say, to
thank some people who have been a huge
help. This thing is gonna read like a bad Oscar
acceptance speech, and for that I apologize.
Unfortunately for you guys, there is no 45second time limit, and so I can rant on for
quite some time! (lnsert sinister laughter here
- until I realize all you have to do is tum the
page. Then this laughter turns into pathetic
sobbing.)
Sorry I'm doing this now, but I wanted to go
out with classic Gibson style in my last commentary (next week's), so here I go with the
sap.
First and foremost, I would like to thank
those of you who have read this column for
the past year. Because I knew people were
reading and actually enjoying what I was writing, I continued to spout out senseless babble
on a weekly basis, even when it turned into
volunteer service this semester.
Several people came up to me at parties or
while I was working and said something along
the lines of, "Hey. you're that John guy! I
enjoy reading your stuff." On one occasion,
someone at my apartment complex shouted
something Jown at me from his balcony along
these same lines. Well, I don't 1,1uite remember

your name. but Random Guy on Balcony,
thanks for reading.
There also are a few professors I would like
to thank in name, if for nothing else than that
their colleagues will razz them for being mentioned in a column titled "On The John." Winfield Rose, I am indebted to you; there is no
other way I can put it. Had it not been for your
encouragement, I would never have studied
abroad, which ranks up there as No. 2 in the
top-three moments of my college career. (Getting Danny Glover to sign a toilet seat is No.
3, and No. I, well, I will just keep that to
myself and a handful of other people. All I
will say is that it involved an elevator, sometime around Jan. 20. 2000). There are other
reasons for my gratitude to you, but I will tell
you in person.
Ken Wolfe is the other professor I would
like to thank. You actually made senior seminar one of the best classes (with the help of the
people in there) I have ever had, and I am glad
I ended my tour of duty in the history program
under your guidance. Of course. anything nice
I have said about you is totally negated by thl
fact that you regularly gave me a hard time
about the topics of my column. Ah hell, I'm
kidding. I would make fun of me too if I had
the chance. Oh wait, I kinda do make fun of
myself already. Damn.
Although I only mentioned these two professors. they are not the only ones to whom I
am grateful. Every professor I have had while
I've been here has had some influence on my
education, some more than others.
Thanks also must be given to Nick Batts and
Seth Combs. two of the best friends I have

made while at Murray State. True, they've
attempted to make up for their inadequacies as
mediocre writers for "The Murray State
News" by taking stabs at my character in their
commentaries, but they also have proven to be
great friends. Horrible roommates and writers,
but great friends. Dustin Adam Drew Andru
Bledsoe. on the other hand, has been the best
roommate a person could have.
Sara Arment and Amanda Lee - if you guys
didn't have boyfriends, I would gladly add
you to the list of girls that I ask out, a list that
somehow always becomes the "let's just be
friends, John" list. You have always been an
invaluable source of female advice.
Thanks also to all those who attended the
MIFA Film Festivals over the past four years.
(Sorry about the audio problems on Friday.
too).
Okay, who's next on Gibson's Thank You
List? How 'bout the CEO of the Totino's
Pany Pizza Company? Without you, I would
be without one of the lamest ongoing jokes
ever created. It ranks up there with "Where· s
the Beef!" and "Help. I've fallen, and I can't
get up."
Camilla Buckingham, thanks for being my
pseudo-girlfriend for two years. It was a great,
if not odd, relationship.
The residents (well, most of you) of Richmond I South, who lived under my terror
reign as an RA for two years - Duffman and I
could not have had a better floor.
To hippies like Zac Konkol - if it were not
for people like you, the world would have
fewer trees, and my fridge would have more
food in it.

Marci Owen - I must give this woman credit for the title of this column. If it were not for
her (and the fact that my name is commonly
used when talking about toilets). there would
be some other lame title above my handle
rather than what it says now.
Severo Avila - your gnomish ways are an
inspiration to us all. Your rants made wasting
an entire afternoon in the newsroom quite
enjoyable.
Josh Kitchens - you are a huge nerd, but
your friendship means more to me than words
can express.
Loree Stark -you have gotten your thanks
already in this commentary. You're a bright
girl. I'm sure you know what I'm talking
about.
'
Well, that's about it. These are not the only
people I'm grateful to, by far, but they are
people I specifically wanted to mention. They
also are the people I expect to give me a standing ovation at graduation - and now the true
intention of this commentary comes out.
(Insert sinister laughter ... again!)
Speaking of graduation ... could everyone
please start chanting my name when I walk
onstage? I know this is a huge favor to ask,
but my parents are coming down, and l want
them to think I'm the coolest guy in Murray.
Well, that's what I've been telling them for
the past four years, anyway.

John Gibson is a columnist for "The Murray
State News."
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State officials approve probation
law change, save $2.6 million

Court overturns 111llng
against uranium mill

Scholar denounces
religious generalizations

BeiJing schools close;

FRANI<FORT (AP) -Parolees returned to
prison for minor parole violations are getting
credit for time served on the street, under a systematic change the General Assembly
approved as part of the state budget this
spring.
State officials hope to save more than $2.6
million through the summer of 2004 with the
change that took effect April 1.
Previously, paroled felons who were sent
back to prison with minor parole violations such as breaking curfew or failing a drug testfaced an added penalty based on the amount of
time they had been on parole. Someone who
had their parole revoked after a so-called "technical" violation would have had their time on
parole tacked on to the end of their sentence.

DENVER (AP) - A federal
appeals court h as overturned a $43 million jury
award won in 2001 by
dozens of residen ts allegedly sickened by radiation
near a u ranium m ill in
Canon City.
A three-judge panel ruled
Tuesday that a lower court
failed to assure expert testimony in the case was relevant and reliable. The panel
also said evidence supporting and opposing t he
experts' reliability was
improperly limited.
The district court was
ordered to schedule a new
trial for the daims against
Cotter Corp. on allegations
of negligence and trespass.
A new trial also was
ordered for another group
of plaintiffs who were
awarded $300,000 in 2000.

COLLEGE PARK, Md. CAP)
A scholar nominated to a federal think tank on peace over
the objections of Muslim
g rou ps said Tuesday that
President Bush should not
have characterized Islam as a
peaceful religion after the
Sept. 11 attacks.
Asked by reporters whether .
he thought Bush should have
made the s tatement, Daniel
Pipes said: "No." He said
"presidents shouldn't talk
about religion," and it was
wrong to "make generaliza·
tions" about Islam.
Pipes said sweeping comments about lslam prevent
people from fully under·
standing the threat from militant Muslims, who he said
combine religion and politics
to justify brutal acts.

BEIJING (AP) - Public
sehools in Beijing are to close
for two weeks, affecting 1.7
million students, the city's
school board said Wednesday as people trying to flee
the SARS outbreak crowded
into the Chinese capital's Pollee detain man
train station.
suspected of murder
The Health Ministry
MOSCOW (AP) - Russia's
announced nine new fatali- lower house of parliament
ties - seven of them in Bci- on Wednesday summoned
jing - raising mainland Chi- the nation's top law-enforcena's death toll from severe ment officiaLc; to report on
acute respiratory syndrome the investigation into last
to 106.
week's murder of a liberal
The school closure begins lawmaker,
and
police
Thursday and ends May 7, detained a man susJX'Cted ol
lasting through what would involwment in the killing.
have bee~ the ~ay Day
Sergei Yushenkov, a harsh
school holiday, srud an offi- . oitic of President Vladimir
cia I of the Beijing Municipal Putin, was shot and killed on
Education Commission. The Aprill7 in front of his apartofficial, who would give her ment building in Moscow,
name only as Miss Cui, said hours after announcing his
tests for primary, junior high fledgling political party
and high school students would take part in Decemwere postponed indefinitely. her's parliamentary elections.
Russian news reports on
India refuses aid
Tuesday quoted unidentipipeline construction fied police officials as saying
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan that a 20-year-<>ld man, iden(AP) - Saying tensions in tified as Artyom Stefanov,
South Asia seemed to be eas- was detained on suspicion of
ing, Pakistan's Foreign Min- involvement in the killing.
ister Kursheed J<asuri prof- According to the reports,
fered an olive branch to police believe Stefanov
nuclear neighbor India, with wanted to avenge his father,
a fresh offer to partidpate in who had been accused of
a multibillion-dollar pipeline threatening Yushenkov and
from Turkmenistan.
spent half a year in jail.
Kasuri said Pakistan was
ready to offer India any OPEC may. curb
intt'rnational guarantees it
needed to participate in the crude-oil production
VIENNA, Austria (AP) US$2.5 biUion 1,600-kilometcr (l,()()().mile) central Asia OPEC members must rein in
their excess crude producgao; pipeline.
He said the offer was tion and adhere to agreed
made in the spirit of reconcil- output quotas as a first step
iation started by Indian in tackling the problem of
Prime Minister Atal Bihari global oversupply, one of the
Vajpayee•s call for negotia- group's oil ministers said
tions to settle outstanding Wednesday.
Representatives of the
disputes.

Teacher from Saudi Arabia wins
'best of show' in quilting contest
PADUCAH CAP)- Phillipa Naylo's "Lime
Light" quilt beat out 853 other entries for
best of show in the 19th annual American
Quilter's Society Quilt Show & Contest.
Naylor, a British native who teaches parttime and lives in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia,
said she fell asleep waiting for news from
the show. The call finally came at 3:30a.m.
Wednesday her time, which wa~ 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday in Paducah.
Best of show carries an $18,000 prize if the
quitter will sell the creation to the Museum
of the American Quilter's Society.

Purple Newport bridge opens
Saturday to pedestrian traffic
NEWPORT (AP)- You may have heard of
a horse of a different color. Now there's a
bridge of a d ifferent color.
The former L&N Railroad bridge boasts a
purple h ue and will be open for pedestrian
traffic on Saturday.
After a $4 million restoration, the bridge
will link Newport and Cincinnati as the
Newport Southbank Bridge, among the
longest pedestrian connectors of its kind in
the country that links two s tates.
"The purple bridge will help bring people
):>ack and forth between O h io and Kentucky/' said Anastasia Mileham, vice president of Downtown Cincinnati Inc., which
promotes downtown commerce and development. "Nothing else like it exists in this
area. It's what regionalism is all about."

.

Jury finds gun maker
partly liable In shooli1111
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
A jury found a gun m aker
partially liable for a 1994 accidental shooting t hat paralyzed a 7-year-old boy.
Jurors began weighing
whether to award damages to
Brandon Maxfield on Tuesday, a d ay after finding that
Bryco Arms and others bore
some liability in the accident.
The boy was shot in the jaw
by a family friend w ho was
trying to unload a .38-caliber
handgun.
To unload the weapon, a
user must first unlock the trigger lock - a dangerous and
flawed system, according to
the boy's attorney, Richard
Ru ggieri.
The ju ry found Bryco 10
percent liable after conclu ding the company manufactured a defective firearm.

Court approves Kmart
reorganization plan
CHICAGO (AP)- Fresh from
securing court approval for its
reorganization p lan, Kmart
Corp. is expecting to emerge
within two weeks from the
biggest retail bankruptcy in us.
history.
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Susan
Pierson Sonderby signed the
confirmation order after negotiations Monday and Tuesday
cleared away scores of objections to the plan from creditors,
competitors and others.
The Troy, Mich., company
expects to emerge May 5 from
the largest retail bankruptcy in
U.S. history. It sought Chapter
11 protection in January 2002
after a disastrous Christmas
season and a plunge in its share
price.
Kmart, w hich reported a
$3.22 billion loss for fiscal 2002,
closed 600 stores nationwide as
it worked to :return to profitabl1ity. It now has more than 1,500
stores and 180,000 employees.

people flee SARS

The Indian prime minister,
however, also called for an
end to training camps and
cross-border infiltration by
militants into Indian Kashmir.
So far India has refused to
participate.

to

Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries are
gathering in Vienna, Ausbi.a,
for an emergency meeting
Thursday to reassess oil production levels in the wake of
the war .in Iraq. The cartel's
president has argued that
producers are pumping 2
million barrels a day more
than the world needs, and
many analysts expect OPEC
to agree to cut production.
To forestall a potential oil
shortage, many OPEC members ramped up their production before the outbreak
of fighting in Iraq. Market
nervousness triggered a
steady rise in crude prices
before the war, and producers were able to pocket handsome profits even as they
earned plaudits from the
United States and other
major importers for their
efforts to keep supplies flowing.

Handler dies in safari
parll after lion attack
TOKYO (AP) - A veteran
animal
handler
died
Wednesday after being
mauled by a pack of lions at
a safari park, officials said.
Yasutaka Takahara, 60,
was on a routine patrol of
African Safari in southwestem Japan when he was
attacked, said Kikuo Suzuki,
a spokesman for the local
police.
Two safari employees on
separate patrols discovered
Takahara was under assault
when they pulled up to the
lion feeding area in their
jeeps and found a pack of
more than 10 lions crowded
around him as he lay on the
ground.
Doctors pronounced him
dead soon after he was taken
to a nearby hospital.

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L. Mntllis, wire editor.
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Scholars Week ends in success Program offers
by Seth Combs
staff writer
Murray Stare' s second·annual Scholars Week
celcbnalion ends later 1oday, and organizers and
sdmlars alike agreed the event was a success.
Jl1hn Mateja, director of the Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly Activily office. coordinated 1he weeklong celebration with the URSA
advisory board. Mateja said he auended many of
the se~sions and was impressed with the material
covered and attendance.
" I sat through most of the Sl!ssions, and they're
fascinating. The sludents are doing excellent
work." Ma1eja said. ··we have session chairs who
make sure everything goes as scheduled, and
turnout has been great. I'd like to see more, of
course, hut a fair amount of people have been
attending."
Senior honors program students were required
to present their honors theses Monday and Tuesday nt the Curris Center.
Anlhony Burba, senior from Bardstown. presented his senior honors thesis Tuesday on
"George W. Bush's Foreign Policy: The Doctrine
of Destruction."
Burba snid the Scholars Week celebralion was
commendable, but the honors portion was out of
place.
" I felt Scholars Week was a good thing,"
Burba ~aid . "The honors portion was a departure
from the honors tradition. You're presenting to
such :1 diverse audience. and it's more difficult on
the presenter when they can' t rely on the knowledge base of the audience."
Doug Herring. senior from Metropolis, Ill.,
presented twice at Scholars Week. Herring said
the event is an excellent idea. although attendance was low.
" f think (Scholars Week) is a good thing; it
John Robison/The News
reflects well on the Universily,'' Herring said. "It
would be better if you could get more people out MUd Kimura, senior from Japan, reads her research paper titled "A Comparative Analysis of Media Coverage of the Pending War With Iraq" at Scholan Week on Wednesday.
there to listen to the presentations."

Students achieve top finish
by Lauren Friskel
sraff writer

Dllling lhe past two years, Murray
Stale economics and finance students
have won $50,(XX) in prize money.
Each year Murray Stale student"
l.'Ompete in the amual Tennessee Valley Authority Investment Challenge
Program.
The Tennessee Valley Aulhority
gives competing groups of student"
$1 00.000 to manage; the group with
the highe& rate of return wins.
Nineteen universities are currently
in lhe Jnves1men1 Challenge.
Murmy Stale achieved top finishes
for 200 I and for the fi n;t three-year
period of rhe progmm. A lotal of
$20,1Xl0 was brought horne as prize
mlmey last year. and this year Murray
State won a total of $30.om.

"'11-,e pri1.e money was placed in a
fund to generate scholaiShips for students." Larry Guin, faculty adviser for
the program, said.
Guin, department of economics and
finance chair and professor, said he is
proud of the students' effons.
'The students have wtXked so hard
and done really well," Guin said. ''We
moved up a notch on our finishes from
last year."
The Investment Challenge Program
gives students at univen.itie.c; in the
Tennessee Valley the opportunity to
gain real-world experience in managing financial investments.
Daisy Grooms, graduate studenl
from Murray. said the program is a
good opportunity for both studenlo; and
faculty.
"Pr()grams like the 1VA Investment
Challenge provide :.tudents and facul·

ty with a great opportunity to experience real-life situalions while still in
the educational setting," she said.
Program participantS follow guidelines established by the 1VA and are
monitored throughout the investment
process by TVA representatives.
These guidelines alJow the students to
gain practical experience in managing
a portfolio and help ensure that their
investment<; are sound.
Under Guin's guida~--e. the :-;todents developed long-tenn strategies
for their portfolios. managed funds and
provided regular 1VA.
Guin said it is rare t(l see professionals accomplish thai task.
"Our goal each year is to outperfonn the uvemll stock market." Guin
said. "Murray S1a1e is the only team
that has done thai consistently for the
past four y~."

STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD, INC.

staff writer

than just go to class while in college.
It also shows that they are concerned

After five years of planning, a Service Learning Scholars program will
soon be offered at Murray State.
"Murray State is Qne of the few
universities in the country where we
have developed a program where students can take classes and be designated as a service-learning scholar,"
said Roger Weis, campus director ,of
American Humanics. ''We have been
working on this for five years. I was
on the original planning committee."
Service-learning classes are
offered in several majors. such as
youth and nonprofit leadership, social
work. outdoor recreation, nursing and
exercise science.
Classes involve putting skills
learned in the classroom to use with
volunteer work in the community.
"This first year we will have
around 20 service-learning classes,
but I think it will defmitely grow ...
every year," Weis said. "In order to
get more service-learning courses, we
need students to tell their professors
that they want service learning in
their classes."
Weis said there are several advantages to having the Service Learning
Scholar tide.
"It is a very high honor to have,"
Weis said. "It gives the future
employer the idea that they have
practiced what they learned in reallife situations and have done more

individuals."
Michael Andrews. junior from
Lexington, said his service learning
has been a valuable part of his college
•
I
expenence.
"Service learning has enhanced my
college experience by learning to deal
with other people, as in human relations, which goes with the good and
the bad,'' Andrews said. "It also helps
me develop leadership skills which
require me to step into roles where ~
help people go' in the right direction."
For a youth and nonprofit leadership class, Andrews helped organi~
College Day, a project that brought
50 eighth graders to Murray State's
campus for a day. Andrews and fel·
low service-learning students held
events for the participant<~ .
"Being put into a leadership position makes you learn to deal with
unknown factors." Andrews said.
"Eighth graders definitely are
unknown factors."
Andrews said service learning also
has taught him how to control a situation and get people excited
what is going on around them.
To become a service-learning
scholar, students must take four classes that engage in service learning and
maintain a 3.0 GPA in their servicelearning classes and an overall GP~
of2.75.
The Service Learning Scholar pro;.
gram will go into effect next fall.

by Vanessa ChUders
assi.c;rant news editor
Doris Clark-Parham, director of the Adventures in
Math and Science and Upward Bound program at
Murray State, was recently nominated to be a participant in the African-American Leadership Summit in
Washington. D.C.• in May.
Clark-Parham was nominated by Kentucky Sen.
Mitch McConnell and is the first person to be nominated from the University. She .received her bachelor' s uegree~rom Murray in 1987.
"I was honored to nominate Doris Clark Parham to
participaac in the summit," McConnell said. ..She is
an outstanding Kentuckian and tireless community
leader."
Clark-Parham said she was honored to be nominated but currently is unable to attend the summit.
"I will be in Korea unless plans change with other
(University) faculty, but I have been in contact with
Senacor McConnell's office." she said. "If I cannot
auend chis year, I will attend next year."

about

According to an AfricanAmerican Leadership Summit
press release, the event brings
government leaders and prominent blacks from communities
across the country together to
explore ways to effectively
address. issues facing families.
"I hope action agendas for the
various states will be developed
tq address issues facing the
African-American community in
regards to educational auainrnent, health issues, predatory
Doris
lending and equality in the workplace,'' Clark-Parham said.
Clark-Parham
Clark-Parham has worked at
AlMS dir~ctor
Murray State for I S years and is
serving her third term as a member of the Murray City Council. Clark-Parham also is
a member of the 2003 Lower Mississippi Delta Leadership Program.

www. thenews.org
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classes, service ·

A graduate of Ezell Cosmetology School, Misti specializes in
all branches of cosmetology, including hair, nails, waxing and
make-up.
Call or see Misti for an appointment on
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.·S p.m.

Owner/Operator
Barbara Coleman

has cha1~ged

208 S. 12th Street
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Come as you are, by boat or by car.
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The Dockside Restaurant
at Eagle Nest Marina
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Hope Harbor Church ...
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SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

Rest assured wc'lltake excellent care of your
automotive maintenance. Our service technicians handle
every task with the utmost care and precision.
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DIFFERENT SERMONS

UsinQ humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowmg how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology - all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor Is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.

Dlgdop froll Mirm; llwy. 121 ~ right 01 79 s., left at
Kirk's Olio Ellie Nest Road. We're 112 mile down on tile water.

•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 •
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• www.eaglenestmarina.com

HONEST SAFE REliABlE
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

=

Indoor/Outdoor dining & bar
Opening weekends April 19th
Open 7 days a week all summer
Grill open 12 a.m. - 8 p.pt. .
Bar open noon Into the night
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college life editor: Kyser Lough
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this \veek
•friday
•Senior Recital
Brooke Houston, 6:30
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.
•Concert - MSU
Dance Company, 7
p.m.• Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
admission for students; S 10 general
admission.

Singin' on the steps
Sigma Alpha Iota hosted its annual All-Campus Sing Wednesday night on the steps of Lovett Auditorium.
Photos by Jenny Hahn and Ryan Brooks

•saturday
~Festival - Kentucky
Music
Teachers
Association
Keyboard Festival, all
day, Performing Arts
Hall.
•Senior Recital
Aaron Lundy. 6 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•Concert - MSU
Dance Company, 7
p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
admission for students, $10 general
admission. ·

Mark Borum, senior from Custer, wails along with his Alpha Sigma Phi brothers during their performance, "Going South." The fraternity sang songs such as "Old Kentucky Home," .. Rollin' Down the River" and "Sweet Home Alabama."

•sunday
•Bible Study - Uni- ·
versity Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9 : 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
ColJege
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Concert - MSU
Symphonic Orchestra.
2 p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.
•Senior Recital
Alan Page, 3:30 p.m.,
Perforn1ing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.
•Senior Recital
Andrea Reynolds, 7
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.

..
Annie Leigh Cruse, sophomore from Marion, Ill., leads Alpha Omicron Pi in
their "Pi Gone Country" routine that included songs such as ..Blue Moon of
Kentucky," "Down at the Twist and Shout" and "Forever and t<:ver Amen."

Sigma Alpha Iota members Natalie Krupansky, senior from Gilbertsville, Alissa Oakley, senior from Evansville, Ind., and Kathy Dobbins, senior from Hopkinsville, sing as
part of the opening Sigma Alpha Iota performance.

•tuesday
•Banquet - Senior
Breakfast, 8 a.m.,
Curris Center ballroom. Free for graduating seniors: $4.50
general admission.
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.•
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
'welcome.

•wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
student senate meeting, 5 p.m., Curris
Center
Barkley
Room
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 7 p.m.

Sigma Sigma Sigma members sing about "A Walk With the Sigmas."
The songs ranged from ..Walking in Memphis" to "Walk Like an Egyptian" and "These Boots Were Made for Walking." The Sigmas earned
first place over Alpha Omicron Pi in the sorority division.

•thursday
•Concert - Nickel
Creek, 7:30 p.m..
Regional
Special
Events Center. $10
for students, $15 general admission.

Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon dressed in chain-gang uniforms for their
.. Men At Work., performance. The Sig Eps won first place in the Fraternity division, over Alpha Sigma Phi and Sigma Chi.

Tracie Dycus, sophomore from Franklin, Tenn., sings along as Josh Koster, junior from Marion, accompanies on guitar. The duo sang for White College, which won second place in the
independent/residential college division. Hester Colle~e wali awarded first place.
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Dancers showcase 'A New World'
by Severo Avila
o pinio n edito r
Super-toned bodies will writhe
and flex in the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre tonight.
Students can look forward to two
nights of contemporary jan. ballet
and modem dance as Murray
State's department of theatre and
dance presents "A New World," the
company's season concert.
Under the artistic direction of Mr.
Ivan Pulinkala, the company will
perform nine new pieces specially
commissioned for the concert that
will take place tonight and tomorrow night at 7 p.m. and Sunday at
2:30p.m.
The performances promise to
provide a blend of entertainment
and education as the nine pieces
feature several styles of dance,
ranging from the thought-provoking
to the comical.
The performe~ -all Murray State
students - number 28 and represent
a diverse mixture of backgrounds in
dance.
The musical adaptations represent a variety of genres from classi cal works by Vivaldi and Bach to
numbers from musicals such as
"How to Succeed in Business ..."
and "Kiss Me, Kate." The spanning
of generations and genres in both
music and dance styles should make
the entire performance appealing to
students and members of the community alike.
Pulinkala said the company only
performs once a year in a mainstage concert.

" Basically. this is a culmination
of two semesters of work with the
MSU dance company," be said.
Pulinkala also said tonight"s performance should demonstrate the
growth the company has undergone.
"Between last year and this year,
the company has grown tremendously. We' ve not only grown in
number, but artistically and technically as well," he said. This is a
showcase for what we've accomplished so far."
The bulk of the ~>how ' s choreography fell on Pulinkala's shoulders,
but he had help from hired New
York choreographer Caitlin Trailor:
Emily Gorman, senior from
Louisville; Christine Lin, an
exchange studem from Taiwan: and
Joey Judd, senior from Hardin.
Alissa Volp. a sophomore from
MuJTay, is performing in the show
and said the group practiced
intensely all year.
"Each piece has (had) a two-hour
rehearsal once a week. This has
been going on for the whole year,"
she said. "Also, Ivan has recomme nded that we do a ballet class
every morning, so we've been
working really hard for this."
Volp said audiences should enjoy
the high-energy performances.
"The pieces all require explosive,
dynamic movement," she said. "h's
not just dancing. We have to think
about the underlying themes. You
can't just dance, you have to think
about the passion and message of
the performance."
Volp' s fellow dancer Emilee

Norvell, junior from Henderson,
said she has been dancing since the
age of three and cannot wait to
show audiences what she and her
company can do.
"I am so excited," she said. "This
has taken a lot of hard work and
practice, but Ivan is the best choreographer in the world. It was
tedious, but it' s a ll worth it."
One piece in particular displays
the talent of both choreographer and
dancers. "Time Moves On" is a nostalgic piece that centers around the
life of an elderly woman reminiscing about her youth while sitting on
a couch. Dancers twirl and leap
about the stage and o n a couch. This
piece demonstrates wildly creative
moves balanced by technical precision.
Another performance that may
prove to be a crowd favorite is
"Gloria." This performance. cboreogr.tphed by visiting choreographer
Caitlin Trainor makes use of vibrant
lighting and creative costumes to
enhance the dancers' every move.
"A New World" promises to provide culture, a depth of emotion and
fascinating entertainment as Murray
State's dancers use movement to
express the sadness, joy, passion
and humor captured in the pieces.
Photo courtesy Oakwood Studio

E mily Gorman, senior from
Lousiville, will perform with the
M urray State D2nce Company as
part of its season concert, "A New
World," this weekend.

KEELHAUL

Chris Schweizer
MINOTAUR. NONE OF THIS
MAKES SENSE TO ME.

SACRE' BLEVI .1£ SUIS
UN VENTRE DE

THE QUESTION YOU

PINGOUIN?I

SHOUU> ASIC IS NOT

'

WHERE. BUT WHEN.

PROFESSOR HOBO
DOES EVERYONE HAVE A COPY
OF THEIR SHORT STORIES TO
HAND IN?

WWW.PIIOf'DMIIHOIIO.COM
~--------------------------~

YOU ALWAYS ASK, AND I
ALWAYS TEU YOU LENGTH
DOESN'T MATTER.

HOW SHORT IS
ACCEPTABLE?
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French room
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Pitcher Ryan
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However. for
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JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

r--------------------------~

GOSH SILLY, I NEVER FINISHED
MY STORY'S ENDING.

YOU WERE GOING TO WRITE
SOMETHI NG BEYOND THAT?
AN EPILOGUE.

arts & ent

10
this \veek
1. Godsmack - "Faceless"
2. Lin kin Park - "Meteora"
3. 50 Cent - "Get Rich or Die
Tryin"'
4. Various Artists - "Now
12"
5. Lisa Marie Presley
"To Whom It May Concern"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Anger Management
Starring Adam Sandler
2. Holes
Starring Jon Voight
3. Malibu's Most Wanted
Starring Jamie Kennedy
4. Bulletproof Monk
Starring Chow Yun-Fat
5. Phone Booth
Starring Colin Farrell
Source: Associated Press

•books
I. Tim LaHaye and Jerry
Jenkins -"Armageddon:
The Cosmic Battle of the
Ages" .
2. Nicholas Sparks - "The
Guardian"
3. Mary Higgins Clark
"Daddy's Little Girl"
4. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
5. Louis Sachar - "Holes"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
http://www.sparknotes.com
If you need to review for that
upcoming final ex.am in geometry. or you don't quite understand
that book you just read for a
humanities class, Spark Notes has
study guides on most any academic topic.
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'Elephant' boasts big sound
by Michael Driver
sraff writer
With its 2001 single "Fell in Love With
a Girl," the White Stripes broke open the
scene the Strokes launched. Now, the
Stripes return with "Elephant," an album
that hits the listener with all the weight of
its namesake.
The grunge-blues style the group pioneered on "De Stijl" and its major-label
debut, "White Blood Cells," has been reinvented on "Elephant" to sound like a
whole army of Jack and Meg Whites. Guitars blister through distortion that sounds
turned up to It, and the drums bounce
from simple to complex and back again
without ever losing the beat.
The album opens with "Seven Nation
Army." which is also the album's first single. A bass line starts the song and is soon
accompanied by a pounding bass-drum
beat reminiscent of an elephant walking.
Jack's voice. high and cracking like a
teenager's, then joins the fray . After the
first verse. the fuzzy guitars charge in, and

it is obvious the White Stripes are little
changed. Despite a tendency toward slower, bluesy songs, the grunge sound that
made the band popular is still intact in
..Elephant."
In fact, despite the addition of several
tracks instead of just two, the music
remains very similar. Jack's screaming on
"Black Math" is right in line with the style
that "Fell in Love With a Girl" created.
although it is now much more de~eloped.
New complexities do not get in the way
of the Stripes' trademark sound. Even
though it is not uncommon on "Elephant''
for more than two instruments to be playing simultaneously, the Detroit duo's
music Is much better for it. Jack and Meg's
booming. choruslike harmonies on
"There's No Home For You Here" form a
unique dichotomy when paired with the
almost-whispered verses.
Some listeners may find the repetition
within any given song annoying, but this
approach is understandable for a group
with roots in blues; blues songs often
revolve around a single bass line and a

beat that repeats throughout. The White
Stripes border on that blues staple on "Ball
and Biscuit" as Jack talks over a standard
rhythm and guitar blues progression for
the entirety of the seven-minute track.
Other songs, ~uch as "Little Acorns,"
border on Doors-like pop - the kind that
never quite sounds at home on the radio,
nor quite out of place. The '70s influence
on the White Stripes is as hard to deny as
its grunge and blues roots. Many of the
songs display a certain psychedelia a~ the
wavering guitars wander aimlessly.
The White Stripes' bigger sound will
likely draw new listeners. and nothing on
"Elephant" should alienate old listeners.
Nothing is drasticaUy different on the new
album. but it showcases the natural progression of a band reinventing itself with
each release.
However. like its blues and grunge relatives. the White Stripes remains an
acquired taste. The album features very little real pop, just strangely infectious
music. It may be the wuy the drums seem
to command the sung or the way the vocals

seem vulnerable and sincere. but there is
something very likeable about "Elephant. ..
It may not be perfect, but the blues were
never about being perfect.
Grade: B+

Art students remodel Curris gallery
by Alicia Ray
assistant college life editor
Tommy Montgomery has
spent more than 100 hours and
much of his own money remodeling the student art gallery on
the first floor of the Curris Center.
Montgomery. senior from
Owensboro. said he first decided
to improve the art gallery in the
Curris Center when he learned
his senior art show would be displayed there.
"As soon as we saw we were
down here (for our project), we
approached the gallery director
and asked if we could make
changes," Montgomery said.
"The reason he helped is because
he has a show right after us in
here."
Jim Bryant, director of University Art Galleries, said Montgomery and Eric Foster, senior
from Ludlow, asked him earlier
in the semester about remodeling
the gallery when they were
preparing their senior exhibits.
"They took it upon themselves

to remodel the galleries," Bryant
said. "They did a very excellent
job. Not only is it professional,
it's beautiful."
Montgomery said the school
helped . them cover most of the
remodeling costs, but not all of
them.
"We've had to put quite a bit
of (our own) money into it, but
(the school) helped since they
know it's going to be part of the
gallery permanently." Montgomery said.
Montgomery said they put up
new drywall first, since they did
not like the wall decor.
"Gray carpeting was on the
wall," said Colleen Heineman.
senior from Louisville. "It was
really distracting and hard to display good artwork (there)."
Bryant said Foster and Montgomery worked on the drywall
throughout February.
Before February, the gallery
had a brown wall. Now the walls
are completely white, and they
are extended farther down to
accommodate larger pieces of
art.

"They worked on it for about a
month to get it ready for the
senior shows that are going on
now," Bryant said. "Some of the
students who have their senior
shows this year are helping out
now, like Colleen Heineman
and Nick Alley (senior from
Union).''
Heineman said she wanted to
help as soon as she found out her
senior exhibit also would be displayed in the Curris Center
gallery.
"I realized a lot of good work
would have to be shown in an
ugly gallery,'' Heineman said .
"Not only my work. but my
friend's work. too."
After finishing the drywall,
Heinemun and Montgomery
built new display cases for the
walls with the help of a few
friends.
"They had the podiums (here
before), but they didn't have any
wall hangings, anything like
that," Montgomery said.
Heineman said there are not
enough places on campus for
artists to display their artwork.

"They started displaying in the
library. which is nice, and you
can display at Fifteenth & Olive.
too," Heineman said. "But still."
Heineman said she thinks
Murray State's art department
should have better funding and
facilities.
"For the department being as
strong as it is. I think there ought
to be more places for nrt majors
and artists in general to display
their work," Heineman said.
Rachel Znudke, senior from
Wichita. Kan .. fini~hed her an
show last week and is helping
Heineman and Montgomery
remodel the gallery for their project:-.
''I'm in the same studio wirh
them. and my show's already
done, so I get to help them now,"
Zaudke said. ''I'm happy 1 cnn
help them."
Zaudke said she also wishes
there were better an galleries for
students at Murray State.
"Part of being un artist is
showing your work," Zaudke
said. "lt makes you a better indi vidual, and it lets you show your

art to the whole world."
Bryant said there is really no
call for additional gallery space
right now.
"The Univer~ily has four art
galleries, which is u Jot for u university," Bryant snid.
While Bryant said he did not
perceive the need for more
gallery space, he did say there is
a need for improvement in the
galleries Murray State does
have.
" We're hoping to do new
floors in the (Clara F.agle)
gallery,'' Bryant said. "We' re
hoping to do that this summer,
but that's te!ntativc. on a wish
list."
Znudke snid she will be grndu ·
ating soon, so she will not be
able to experience the changes ;u
the program. but she hopes the
program will improve for future
art majors.
"It'll be nice to be able to
come back and look thruugh the
galleries (after I graduntc),"
Zaudke said. ..Hopefully, the
program will be improving fro m
yea• to year.''
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Fall Membership Recruitment
August 13-August 16,2003
Bid Day August 16, 2003

Located behind
Goody's across

from
The Apple!

Every Potential member must. ..
¢complete 1 information sheet.
¢pay $50 fee-- make check payable to Panhellenic Council.
¢sign Buckley Amendment Agreement.
¢submit transcript if high school or college transfer student.
¢be admitted with bachelor degree status.

** Return all this information by August 1 (NOT POSTMARKED)
deadline to••.
Dr. Ginny Richerson
Panhellenic Advisor
311 South 15th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-8326
ginny.richerson @coe.murraystate.eclu

Students, why
drag it all home
and back?

Indoor Climate Control
Storage
Residential & Commercial
Store your Stuff!!!

Fall Membership Recruitment Requirements
¢Required GPA 2.6 (college) or 3.0 (high school)
Individual sorority grade requirements:
Sorority

High School

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma

College

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

2.6
2.75
2.7
2.75
2.7

¢Potential members must be full-time students (at least 12 credit hours)
Potential Members must attend Orientation at the
¢Regional Special Events Center(RSEC), 1:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, August 13, 2003.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rates from $12 monthly
Controlled access
Video suxveillance
Security alarmed
Pest control
Open 7 days a week

• U-Haul rentnls
• No security deposit
• All units air-conditioned and heated
• Month-to-month leasing
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

·----------------------·
I

-----------------------,

Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

Premier Mini Stor age
644 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 4207 1
Phone: 270-753-9600 1
I Premier Mini Storage
Fax: 270-753-9602
I Behind Goody's in the Shoppea of Murray ~~ _

11--------------I
..

Call or come by today!
www.hllbborocompanlea.com

r ,..

~
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I
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I
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sports editor: Chris jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
ph one: 762-4468

Can Jordan
save pro
basketball?
Well, the time has come again for Michael
Jordan to retire, maybe. I find myself a little
skepticaJ about his recent decision to leave the
game of basketball again.
He has done this a couple of times before.
However, despite his two returns, I fee l his
last one to the Washington Wizards had more
than just a need to play as a motive. To understand this, I need to explain .
Professional sports, in particular professional basketball, seem to be plagued by
money-hungry capitalists
screaming, "Show me the
money!"
The athletes who participate in these sports are athletes, I will give them that
much credit.
However,
despite their athletic ability.
there is no heart behind the
"game."
1 know this seems like a
rant that has been preached
and heard m any times
before, but bear with me.
Now, where was I? Ah
Jake
yes,
hean. Heart is nonexisLowary
tent, at least in most
"Is there hope
respects, within the realm
of sports. J don't think profor the rest of
fessio nal ath letes real ize
the pr ofessional- how good they have it.
T heir lives are foc used
sports world? I around a game. That's all it
is, a game. And on top of
say yes, never
that, they get paid tens and,
give up hope.
in some outrageous cases,
The glory days hundreds of millions of dollars.
may be gone,
I understand the press is a
but there always hard entity to deal with at
times, but is it really that
is some glimmer
hard to say nothing or just
of hope."
"No comment?" In my opinion. that ' s not a high price
to pay for those mi llions.
Michael Jordan always has been stella r at
everything he has done, except for baseball.
During one of his retirement phases, he played
in a double -A minor-league organization
under the Chicago White Sox. For the majority of his career in Chicago. I was lucky
enough to live in the Windy City and witness
first hand the glory of Jordan.
He did everything. and he did it because he
loved it. He came back the first time because
he couldn't stand to be away from the game.
His second return was not for him, it was for
the game. He snw fallacies developing, a nd r
believe he wanted to show the new order what
it was like in the good o J: days. However, now
that he has seen the corruption a nd dismay
t hat plagues the NBA. I t hink he realizes there
is almost no hope for the future of the league.
I think he wanted to set an example for the
younger players. r think he wanted to show
w hat it was to love the game. I n response, I
fee l the younger, newer players wanted to
show Mr. Jordan what the new generation was
reall y like. They wanted to show him what the
league will be for some time to come.
So, wi ll Air Jordan return? 1 don't think so.
Will greed and the image of the professionalathlete lifestyle ever go back to the way it
was? I thi nk not. W ill the legacy of M ichael
J ordan ever die? Never. Is there hope for the
rest of the professional-sports world'? I say
yes, never give up hope. The glory days may
be gone. but there a lways is some glimmer of
hope.
My advice to Sir Jordan is this: Take some
ti me to reflect on your career. You have
accomplished so many th ings, you're almost
immortal. Although I wou ld admit you are
a lmost godlike, I must be a realist and say that
you're still just a man. You can't change fate .
What you are attempting. perhaps subconsciously, could hurt the legend.
Use your influence wisely. Do it from the
top where you belong. You st ill own a portion
of the Wizards and are the general manager,
so use your capabilities at that position to
accomplish what you feel you need to do.
Bring back the good o l' days - it was better
then.

Sports Talk
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Spring concludes with Iron Horse
by Da nie l Heath
staff wnter
Members of the Murray
State football team flexed
their muscles while competing in the 2003 Iron Hor:;c
Challenge strength contest.
Each of six participating
teams vied for n trophy and
the chance to appear on the
2003 Iron Horse poster.
Five member~ from each
team competed in the 225pound bench press and death
grip Monday and the farmer's
walk and long jump Tuesday.
Wednesday's competition
included an obstacle course
in which all team members
were contenders.
MSU's football squad u"es
the challenge as a conditioning tool and measuring stick.
Hard work in the weight
room will be key for the Racers as they defend cheir Ohio
Valley Conference title. The
Iron Horse Challenge also
provides incentive for perl'everance during the off-season ~

The ob<;tacle course wal'
held between Roy Stewart
Stadium and the MSU practice field. More than 100
spectators crowded around
the course to watch this
year's cnmpetition.
Participants
crawled
through a 75-foot mud pit
while being sprayed with a
water hose, then crossed a
32-foot monkey-bar section.
Next, the players had to move
various objects weighing 300
or 400 pounds. Teamm;~tes
then worked together co flip a
maroon Mazda upside down
and then back up again.
Finally. the te;~ms had to pu~h
a fire truck up the road
between the practice fields
and Springer Residential College.
"]t was a lot harder than
last year. Coach Vim.on put

Adam Cec•IIThe News

Members of the M urray State footba ll team work together to push over a car during th e final day of the 2003
Iron Horse Com petition. The th11ee-day event ma rks the conclusJon of spring workouts. T he 2003 Racers will
open their season Sept. 6 in Lexington against the University of Kentucky Wildcats.
some new stuff in and made it
harder on us, but it was fun."
sophomore linebacker Dylan
Evans sai<.l after finishing the
course..
When asked what he would
change, if anything. about his
team' s performance, Evans
said he wtshed his team had
been faster, although Evans'
team put up the hest time of
all the groups competing.
Members of the winning
2003 Iron Hor:;e Challenge
team include: Evans, junior
defensive tackle Brandon

Dixson, sophomore linebacker Terrance Bearnan,
junior linebacker Bobby
Sanders, freshman free safety
Tony Ry'an, freshman wide
receiver Michael Wayc;~ster,
sophomnre offensive guard
Ju~tin Ard, ~ophomore tight
end Clay Harrison. junior
cornerback Michael Hanley
and freshman quarterback
Stephen Hatchell.
"I told everybody before
the competition even started
that we were going to \vin,"
Hanley said. "Maybe now

OVC Baseball
Standings
ovc
Austin Peay
Eastern Kentucky

Tennessee Tech
Murray State
SEMO
Eastern lllinois
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin

5-2·1
5·3
5-3
5-3

Overall
16-20·1

17-16
18·17
16-18

4-4

20-13

4-5
3-6
1-6·1

17·19
12-22
12-19·1

hard year-round. We just
wanted to let the guys blow
off some steam and finish out
the spring."
Following the contest, participants were invited to
clean up and meet in Roy
Stewart Stadium for complimentary food and trophy presentations.
The Racers kick off the
2003 season Sept. 6 against
the University of Kentucky.
The game marks the tirst time
Murray State and UK will
meet on the football field .

Men's tennis rolls 5-2 over Peay
by Nick Batts
:;taff writer

John Robison/The News

Jake Lowary hi a comributing writer for "The
Murray Stau News."

everyone will start listening
to me. I'm bragging until
next Iron Classic."
Strength and conditioning
coach Mike Vinson said various changes were made to the
competit_ion from previous
years.
"We added some events,
made it a linle harder for the
guys, a little more challenging," said a mud-covered
Vinson. "We were trying to
make it more of a team-oriented thing instead of individual events. We work so

Murray State sophomore Ada m Maskill go~s for a backhand during th ~ Racers'
5-2 victory over conference- rival Austin Peay on Mo nday. Masklll was victorious
in No. 3 singles, defeating Nabil Lababedi 6-2, 6-3, a nd teamed '"'·ith junior
Masiba Mu skwe to win No. 1 doubles 9-7 over Rod rigo Borg~s a nd Joao Pinho.

The Murray State men's
tennis team upped their conference record to 4- 1 on Monday with u win against Ohio
Valley
Conference-rival
Austin Peay. MSU won 4-of6 .singles matches and triumphed in 2-of-3 doubles
contests. The win locked the
No. 2 seed for the Racers in
the upcoming OVC Tournament.
The Racers swept the topthree singles matches. In No.
I singles, senior Thiago
Gondim defeated Rodrigo
Borges 6-4 . 6-2. J unior;
Zakaria Bahri won 6- 1, 6-0 at
No. 2 singles over Joao
Pinho. while in No.3 singles
sophomore Adam Maskill
defeated Nabil Lababedi 6-2.
6-3 . At No. 5 singles, freshman Richemn Mourad beat
Andrew Nuidu 6-1. 6-2 .
Masimba Muskwe fell at No.
4 singles to Wes Pancho 7-5,
6-3. and freshman Craig
Jacobs lost at No. 6 singles by
default.
In doubles action, MSU's
No. I team of Maskill and
Muskwc det'ented Austin
Peay's duo of Borges and
Pinho 9-7 in an eight-game
pro set. At No. 2 doubles,
Bahri and Gondim defeated
Lababed1
and
Pancho.
APSU's Alben and Naidu
won at No. 3 doubles against
J:Jcobs and Mourad H-4.
Murray State Head Coach
Mel Purcell ~aid he feels winning the match against APSU

will give the Racer~; muchneeded confidence going into
the conference tournament.
"We were able to get the
No. 2 :-;eed, so we'll play
Austin Peay again, so we' re
going to have a lot of confidence going into that match,''
Purcell said. "We felt going
into that match that we were
the better team, but you still
have to go out and play the
matches."
Purcell also said his team
members feel confident going
into the conference tournament.
··we lost our top-three players from last year, but we're
still the defending chumps,"
he said. "We're pumped going
into the tournament, and the
only thing we're carrying over
from last year is the fact that
we
are
t he
defending
champs."
Maskill said he agreed that
the Racers have a chance in
the tournament.
"I think we can win it''
Muskill said. "Our doubles
play is improving. and if we
win the doubles point, we only
have to win half of the singles
matches, which we should be
able to do.
"Personally, I'm tit going
into the tournament. I don't
have any injuries or anything.
I feel like I haven't played my
best this semester, but I'm
ready to go."
The Racers kick off OVC
Tournament play against
Austin Peay at 4 p.m. Saturday at the Centennial Tennis
Complex in Nashville, Tenn.

OVC Baseball
Schedule

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Tennis Tournament

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Tennis Tournament

April26
Eastern Kentucky@ Eastern lllin.)is (dh), 1 p.m.
Morehead State@ Tcnne~St..>e ·MMtin (dh). 1 p .m .
Murray Stall' @ Tcnncssec Tech (dh}, 1 p .m .
SE.\10@ Austin Pcay (dh), 2 p.m.

April25

No. 1 Tennessee Tech vs. No. 8 Tenness..•e Stiltl', 4 p.m.
No. 2 Murray State vs. No. 7 Au:>tin Peay, 4 p.m.
No. 3 F..<lstern lllin1)is vs. Tenne:.sec-Marlin, 11 a.m.
Nu 4 Eastern KenttJcky \ 'S. No. 5 Morehead State, 11 a.m.

Apri l 25
No.1 Tenne:;seeTt:ch vs. N,,, 8 Austin Peay, 1:30 p.m.
No. 2 Murray Stall' v:.. No. 7 SEMO, 1:.10 p.m.
No. 3 Morehead Stato: \ 'S. No. 6 Tenncssec-MMtin, 8:30a.m.
.No. 4 Hastem fllinnis vs. No. 5 Eastern Kentucky, 8:30a.m.

Apri l 26
Men's Champion:,hip match, 4 p.m.
Men's fifth · clnd ~eventh-place matChl'5, 11 a.m.

April26o
Women's Champion:;hip match, 1:30 p.m.
Women's fifth· and seventh·placc matches. 8:30 a.m.

April27
Eastern Kentucky @ Eastern Illinois, I p .m .
Morehead Stall'@ Tc~ess~>e·Martin , 1 p.m.
Murray State@ Tennessee Tech, I p.m.

SEMO@ Au~tin Pcay. 2 p.m.
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The MSU men's golf team has had a very successful
2003 season. We opent.'d our schedule Feb. 24-25 at the

Mercer Invitational in Macon, Ga., with a third-place fin·
ish. The team was lt>d by freshman Kyle Shirley, who
had a top-10 finish.
The Racers' next tournament was the Tri-State Classic
hosted by the University of Te1messee at Martin at Pickwick Dam, Tenn. After two second-place finishes in the
filll, it was a good feeling to win our first tournament of
the year. Freshman Will Cox posted our best score with
a three-round total of 218 and a low-round of 69 on the
last day to individually finish in third place.
The Racers followed that victory with our Spring
Break trip to Ocala, Fla., where we participated in the
Morehl'ad Eagle Classic. Our tt.•am won this tournament
as well. Senior Brandon Henson posted a first-place finish with excellent scores of 73-72-73. Frt.>Shman Jamie
Frazier finished in the third spot with a 72-74-73.
At the EKU Spring Classic in Richmond, we earned a
fifth-plnce finish in a field of 16 teams. Again, Kyle
Shirley had n strong performance with an 11th-place
individual finish among 95 golfers (71-70-74). Our next
tournament was a disappointing 12th-place finish
among 18 teams at the Amoco Challenge played at the
beautiful Robert Trent jones course, Silver Lakes, in Gas·
den, Ala.
I have been extremely pleased with the play of our
senior captain Brandon Henson, a former Ohio Valley
Conference individual champion. I am confident he will
continue to play well and have a great OVC Tournament
this year. We also have had outstanding performances
by our freshtnl'n this year: Kyle Shirley, Jarue Fra_z~er
and Will Cox. According to GOLFSTAT (the offioal
source for college golf scores and statistics) our freshman class ranks fourth in the notion behind the University of Florida, the University of Georgia and Notre
Dame.
We will complete our season at the OVC Championship Tournament on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at the Country Club of Paducah. We want to thank
you for your continued ~upport throughout the year and
ht1pe you'D come to Paducah to cheer for the Racers!

Women's tennis team
ends regular season
The women's tennis team
(10-10, 7-1 OVC) defeated
Tennessee State 7-0 on April
14 in Nashville, Tenn., to
close out the team's regularseason schedule. The women
will enter the OVC Championship Tournament with a
conference-high seven OVC
wins.
Singles matches were won
by junior Melissa Spencer
(No. 1), sophomore Jaclyn
Leeper (No. 2), sophomore
Jennifer Ward (No. 3), senior
Annette Steen (No.4), senior
Cheryl Graham (No. 5) and
freshman Tami McQueen
(No.6).
Murray State swept d oubles action as well. with the
teams of Leeper and Spencer,
Steen and Ward and Graham
and McQueen all taking their
matches.
The two-time defending
champion women's team is

ovc Action

seeded second in the conference as it enters the OVC
Championship Tournament.
Murray State will play its
first-round matches against
No. 7 Southeast Missouri at
1:30 p.m. today in Nashville,
Tenn.

OVC names Ringwald
Pitcher of the Week
For the second time this
season, senior left-hander
Craig Ringwald was named
Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week.
Ringwald received the
honor for the week ending
Sunday after earning the win
for the Thoroughbreds on
Saturday against Austin
Peay. APSU (5-2-1) currently
is leading the OVC. Ringwald allowed no runs and
seven hits, struck out eight
batters and walked one during his eight innings on the
mound.
The game brought Ringwald to 3-2 overall and 1-1 in
the conference. His first
Pitcher of the Week honor
was for the week ending
March 9.
In the OVC, Ringwald is
ranked fifth in overall ERA,
second in OVC ERA, fifth in
strikeouts and ninth in
opposing batting average.
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Pace leads women's
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golf team over TSU
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The women's golf team
defeated Tennessee State on
Tuesday at Miller Memprial
Golf Course. Sophomore LeeAnne Pace led the team in the
single-round dual match
with a score of 72 (even par).
Pace has won five individual titles in six tournaments
for the Racers since she
joined the team this semester.
Senior Stephanie Baskey
shot a 76 (four above par) to
place second in the toumament. Sophomore Santie
Koch shot 82, while junior
Nikki Orazine and senior
Kelly Wren each had 83.
The defending OVC Champion women's golf team will
finish its season with the
OVC Championship Tournament on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday at the Paducah Country Club.
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Jenny Hahn/The News
Thorough breds Head Coach Mike T hieke signals to his
players Friday as the team took on OVC leader Austin
Peay. Murray State split t he dou bleheader with APSU.

Shirley first, Racer men
third at Eagle Classic Track teams compete
Freshman Kyle Shirley won at Vanderbilt Invitational
the Greg Palmer Eagle Classic
held Tuesday and Wednesday. The tournament was
hosted by Morehead State.
Shirley placed first of 48
golfers with an overall score of
211. The men's team finished
third of eight teams behind
John A. Logan and Tennessee
Tech with an overall score of
871 after three rounds.
Jamie Frazier also finished
in the top 10. Frazier placed
fifth with an overall score of
217.

The men's golf team will
play in the OVC Championship Tournament on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
at the Paducah Country Club.

The men's and women's
track teams competed in the
Vanderbilt Invitational April
18 and 19 in Nashville, Tenn.
The men finished fifth, while
the women finished sixth.
Middle Tennessee State
won the men's competition,
and host Vanderbilt took the
women's title.
Freshman Derek Sargent
won the javelin throw with a
distance of 178 feet, 1 inch.
Senior Jon Cargill and junior
Brian Knippen, both throwers,
qualified for the NCAA
Mideast Rcgionals with second-place finishes in the hammer and shot put, respectively. Cargill set a new school

record in the hammer throw
with a distance of 180-10.
Sophomore thrower Jamie
Nurnberger placed in the top
three in two events for the
women's team. Nurnberger
finished second in the hammer throw (155-5) and third in
discus (136-4).
Murray State will host the
Murray State Twilight beginning Saturday morning at Roy
Stewart Stadium and continuing through the afternoon.
Cargill and Knippen will compete in the NCAA Mideast
Regionals on May 30-31 in
Columbus, Ohio.
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SportS Briefly is compiled l!y
assistant sports editor Anumda
Lee.
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Store Hours:
Sun. - Thurs. till 10 p.m.
Fri.- Sat. till 11 p.m.
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$3
Beef & Cheddar
2 for

Sandwiches
Good only at participating Arby's Roast BeeJ Restaurants.
One coupon per person.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/09/03.

The Murray State
News is looking for

,

I photographers for
the 2003-2004
I
school year.
1

----------1 Any Breakfast Biscuit I
1

I
L

for $2

Good only at participating Arby's Roast Beef Restaurants.
One coupon per person.
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 5/09/03.

I
I
.J

10% Discount for Murray
State Students &
Employees- Excludes
already discounted items

Volunteer and paid positions available
(you must volunteer before you get
a paid position).

Apply at The Murray State News
1st floor Wilson Hall or
call John Robison at 4468 .
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'Breds homestand ends with 2-2 record
MSU wins weekend series 2-1 against Austin Peay,
falls 4-0 to Western Kentucky in nonconference
staff report
A combination of poor offense and poor defense led
to defeat Tuesday as the Murray State T horoughbreds
(16- 18, 5-3 Ohio Valley Conference) ended their fourgame homestand with a 4-0 loss to Western Kentucky.
Mustering three singles and drawing only four walks.
the 'Breds were shut out by the Hilltoppers.
Despite allowing no earned runs over silt innings,
sophomore hurler Craig Kraus ( 1-3) suffered the loss.
Four ' Bre<h errors n:sulted in three WKU runs in the
nine-inning contest. MSU also struck out l 0 times at
the plate.
April 18th's doubleheader against OVC-leader
Austin Peay resulted in a split for the ' Breds. MSU
was victorious in game one behind the solid pitching
perfonnance of junior right-hander Kyle Perry.
Perry (4-3) worked five-and-a-third innings, allowed
two earned runs off eight hits and struck out seven
Governors in the winning effort.
Offensively the 'Breds were led by senior first baseman Brett McCutchan's 2-for-4 perfonnance. includJenny Hahn/ The News

Members of tbe Murray State Thoroughbreds look on
during their 4-0 loss to Western Kentucky on Thesday.
The 'Brcds play at I p.m. Saturday at Tennessee Tech.

ing a double and a two-run home run. Junior designated hitter Matt Rebout also connected for a home run,
going 2-for-3 with a one run and two RBJs. Senior
catcher Charlie Ward contributed two hits, including a
double.
In the second frame, MSU was faced with several
questionable calls and ultimately fell 5-3 in seven
innings: Despite a strong start from junior left-bander
Jesse Rhodes (3-2), he was eventually replaced after
only three-and-a-third innings.
Rhodes surrendered four runs on three hits and
walked five Governors. Rhodes also struck out six batters in his short' appearance. Freshman right fie lder Ike
Bridwell went 1-for-2 with two RBis.
Saturday's rubber match was dominated by 'Breds
senior starting pitcher Craig Ringwald's eight-inning
shutout. He allowed just seven hits and struck out eight
batters to lead MSU' s 7-2 victory.
Senior center fielder Gamer Byars got MSU off to a
winning start with a two-run home run in the first
inning. Senior second baseman Ronnie Seets went 2for-3 with two RBis and Rebout was 2-for-4 with two
doubles and two runs in the win.
Tied for second place in the OVC standings, the
'Breds return to action with a doubleheader against
Tennessee Tech starting at I p.m . Saturday in
Cookeville. Tenn. The two teams will play the third
game of the series at I p.m. Sunday.

l.Women's rowing competes at SIRA Championships

,.

I'

staff r eport

,.:·

• The wome n' !> rowing team parttc t: pated in the Southern Intercollegiate
:Ro wing Association Champio ns hips
•on April 18- I 9 at Oak Ridge, Tenn.
.:The rowers competed against s uc h
teams as T ennessee, Louisville, West
Virginia, Purdue and Tulane.
Murray State's novice-eights "C"
·I ·~

group placed first in its race, finishing
ahead of the runner-up (College of
Charleston) by 13 seconds. The race
wa~ 2 kilometers, and MSU finished in
7 minutes, 25 . 1 second s. Florida
placed third, with Tennessee coming
in fourth and Georgia fifth.
Murray State· s novice fours qualified for the "C" final and finished
sixth of seven teams with a time of

9:09.4. Emory won the event, fo llowed by Georgia State. Northwestern
State, Tulane and Vanderbilt. North
Carolina State placed just behind the
Murray State boat with a time of
9:18.4.
MSU finished fourth of six in the
vars ity eights "C/0'' group semifinal
with a time of 7:19.4. Rollins. Tulane
und Washington placed ahead of the

Racers, while Barry and Ohio came in
fifth and s ixth, respectively. Twentytwo boats competed i n the varsityeights d ivision.
The preceding week, the rowing
team competed in the regatta at Washington University in St. Louis. T he
race, held April t 3, featured teams
such as St. Louis, Oklahoma,
Creighton and Oklahoma State.

At the regatta, Murray State placed
third in the varsity eights, fourth in the
varsity fours, fourth in the novicefours "A" and fifth in the novice-fours
"B" race.
The rowing team will travel Saturday to Louisville for its final race of
the season at the first-ever Kentucky
State Championships. Starting t ime
has yet to be announced.

I
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Classifieds

I

I;I:
$690·~5000

p.!T
month
1'1'/ FT.
wwwJr~·orkfromhom<'inlo.com I ·

ROOMATE WANTED

~1461 Z-1 HR

ROOMATI! WANn:D: l HR HOU:;E
:"~alkang
dc.tan.-:e to campu,.

S300!month, indude~ all utilttie-., pre;rer waduate -.!ucknt. Ple.t:>e calf 753·

9·i 18

~ em:.llmrlKrt."Cf\~y:ahnn.l·om

FOR

SALE

HELP WANTED

I

I {)VAL OAK DINING ROOM TABU!.

1:six roatchmg d t:urs. S250. F~xcellent
1

ret.-aded mo.o;a~.

J!lliGI:OO.'EERED STEEL BUILI>L"iGS.
t.ow~1 prices in 10 }'<-"Jl"'. Fac10ry se.,-...
r)ntb, frc.>ighr danu gc:u n:pos, thou·
~u1us niT, 1111 must J(O. No rt::ISot1:1ble
off~'r .refut.e<-1. J.!i(l(}.:Z2.2 ·633o;.

HFJP WANTED - WESTERN KY'S
largest weekly newspa per has :~n
openln~ for a writer/ reponer.

tCondirion. (270) 753-1176.

;FOR SALEs 19% HOSDA CBR
.600CC. Excellent t.'OnJiuon, S3700.
I : :.!70· 527-92<JH
l-FOR SALE: COMPAQ PRESARIO
1.!00 St'rtes Notd l< t11k , Screen " IS,
tli.<.k urive, CD ROM . lOOO M<xlel.
Call 7'i9-817·1 or 293·.~141
fREE 2 ROOM nuu:.cr 1V SYS11'M
L"iiJ11)['';G L-.,.SiiUL\110.'1 3 mnrttll.'<
free HDO & Cinernax· S66 v-.due! A<-re.~
.z.zo;t d1annel•! Digital qu:ality
pkture;sound. Padc1~es $31 <)9/ nu.

I

Pa)!e layout helpful Send re:i\lrne
to leader News, P.O . Hox 138
Greenvtlle, KY 42;HS or apply 1n
p Cl¥1 11 at 1730 West Everl y
Bro t her~ Hlvd., Centra l Cary, KY
AVON -Entrepreneur wan ted
Must be wtlling tn work whent!\'•
er you want, he ~·our own bus~.
and enjo)' unlimited ea m•ngs
Let's t01lk. t!RH-')42-'1053 •
EDITOR·KENn.ICKY STA!'.'DARD
(I.CNI tri-weekly, 9 ,6'50 Clrcufat fonl m U.trdsww n :>relfar writin~t (h;nd new~ , upini! HI, rea·

l.ilrurt'tl olf~. l-8()0.2!)l.46!7.

liAS YOUR 8UIU)ING SHIFIED?
Stnlctura I rep:urs 11i barn>, houses
and ~tara gt'.' Call Woudli)rd Bros ..
Inc. for :.trJiShtt'nin~t. leve::ling, faun·
dation and W11od fraPle repairs. l ·
800.0LD·llARN. www. I.SOO.OLO·
B.o\R.'I.COM
20, 40, 70, lOOK/MO. l.cim how 11;1 nm
~'lltr ye:uly n.une lnro yo.u mot11hf).
UlCOITll' Nc.. ML\t Ncl ~g. ScnclUS
only, CtU l ~l·lS"\0 ext 00.30.
SAWM1U. $5895. NEW !tlJPER LVM·
BF.RM.ATE 2000 l ;lr~<·r ~apacilles.
npuon'l. KIV 3t'<.'t:.<o.")llt.,., e::dgers skttl·

turesl, e uiling,

no~t:

for news,

p h ow!(r.ap h y, l'howshop, p:age
u esajln /pagina u un <qu.trk} arc .111
nlU~Ill .

Organized, know ledl!e·

uble, experienced. New:; supervi·
>ton preferred. Ron Filkins, '502·
.348-<1003 x ll'J or resume to
rfalk•n~t~ hardstownc3ble

net

ID'EAL GlFTS by FRIENDLY h;a'
t>peninfls fo r p arty pLin ;ldVl:->or~.
C.lll ;t b o ut ou r :>11'.\X' Ma n ager
f' m~o~r:1 m .
necor, G ift s , tny~.
Cash, Traps Re('o~tnilaon 1-llOO·

<.lets '~IW\V. norw< JOdandusttit'S C< 11n
Norwootl lndustrlt."S, 2'\2 Sonwil
l)rive, Bufflkl NY 11ll5. 1-800-'>lli-

4t!R-4875 www.frkndlyhome.com
- uoMI! BA.'iED ~- Put your
e<llllputer to ·work. 1-~m up to S1,'i00
per month PT. S5,00) per month Fr.

1363 Fr~ anfomuta()tl cxl 3(J()..!'
$A.QKAY. Put th:u '-~•r.pulet" to work'

Free anfonnauon hooklet. C:dl l.f!OO·
315-74~5 or www.work41sdfnet
W~~ TO 8E A NEWSPAPER
REPORTERP But don 1 h:l\'e the
tr.Jining or ~xpenence. TI1e Ken·

CATCH YOU ON 11m 1-UPFJ.OPO.)I b
now hiring ('()tnpany "()v.'llt'l' 0pcr-,..
tnrs "S'Ulgles and Tt!311lS "Loads wilh
miles li\O!Uahle inllnediatei~1.A5k about
our ~JXtuc:e·ttaminK pn:>gr.~m. Call 1-

tucky l'r~ A.••soclaLJon :md nc.>wsp3·

I!()(}.Cfi.[)JU\IE o;vw\\ cfidnve.cnm

pers acros.~ Kent:uckY are nff~tnM 11
three! Wt'e k ,l<•urnallslll llnnt C:1anp.

~-UA.~ §.i&Q:QI:! W)t,g!
Flath<'d Own<"r Operatllr ( Discount
Parts & Servit'el, CompJ ny, und Lease
f'un·hase. Grt!:lt pay, honuse::s &
hometime: IXJ)'tl Bto:;. 88R--617·7t!9tl.
ORIVER..COVIDIANT TR.AJIISPORT·

Mond;ly, Jul}' 14 through l'ri<b y,
August 1 Tilt: ~:amp will IJe 111
Georgern\\11 Colle te \\1111 classes
Mo nday through Frid3y Pan1cipJnL~
Will find allord:lhle lodging at near·
by mott'L~ or can oornmut~ S64'i for
three we~·k., of intensive toumatt~
tr.Jinul!l. ind udcs contmental breJk•
fa:.t and June h nn l'las.~ day~. Hegtster hy )Uill" 27 .and p;ty ju'l $';9o;.
ConU<:I the Kentut ky Pres~ A.'l.•;rx:i.1·
lion, (50:.1 ) 2.Z •.,.B!lll for full dc:tail~.
t.tlurse agenda and upplic:m on.
SALES AGENTS WANJEO for too.l

area caOing on smill lmo;lne;se.<; High
w~'eldy COI1UJ1i9;tCXlS ffW independcru
and t'Xp;:rlenct:c.l :;at~m Cull J.>en·
ruo; Crdvcn 0 'i02·228-\IH12 or Lm;ail
dc.'OOIS.l'r.l V<:'Oo/t,ll L'e.'-~t011Ull.t.'Olll

$$$WEEKLY$$$Dls tribu tJn g Mt!r·
cham.lise on e lla)' We supply prod·
Ut't, No inventory, :>lo e.x pt"nente
requ•rl!d C:tllto<.by for morl! info. I·
!l00-'56K-l636 ext 4763.
DRJVER.'i·TRACTOR
TRAILER
' :"'ew Moc.lcl Cocwenti01u l Troctors
"Quality Home Time •full Hendits
"Regio n:al & O TR P<)(;.ttlon~. NO STIJ..
DENTS, AIICTIC F.XI'RE..'iS, Htllwd ,
•U 0.!6.
I ·ROO·'>.l?-O·i ~ l .
OH
WWW'.AHC'l'JCI!.\.l'HF.."S.COM
Dfl.TA TRlX]( DRIVING A.CAJ>E.\fY.
16 D ay CDL AND tiAZ.I;\iAT TIWN·

lNG. Free JOb·PLII.mlt'Jll A.'"'\iSI;IIlCe,
jQh Sc<.,··uruy Tr.1' cl for :t u\'ing. 1-800-

883-0171 Dl!l.TM CADF.\ l\' COM

Hir~

Expenenct.'d Te-Jilb, Solos

and Traaners. O/Q..Soi051Team" !!3¢.
We are lookin~t ror C!llpcrienced
te01ms tC1 run priurlly dtspatch .
Q alll-&*l-MOIU\·PA\' Cl.&lMJ67-J729)

DRJVER..JIBEIGm "!l nwvlng' Flatllt'd
dr iVer~

~ign·on

needed

(UNLESS YOU RENT ONE WITH SUBTITLES).

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

12p. ROQ..441-4271 t'Xl.·F.T135.
OW!Io'ER O PERA TORS· LO'.u.J.~ are
here w:uting fur you! A\·erage Sl 00
per mile: No age rt'~lril'tion on tra~'
tors: Trailer~/Ta!(s Avail;ahle; No
ti•rceu dl.~p~tth : Onn't wan to calli!
800-366-6.361 www crStlb thed ..:om
.ORIVEJlS Owner Operators, OTR
and Drivers, !!tn:~ll l'lcets welcomed,

'53' Vans

&

Pa~·-l.oaded

portation,

4R'

A~tht.ocJs,

l.m usnlle, KY.

$1,000 CA..'ilf OONllS for qualJfieJ
thwers. 3 yc:tr~ llatlxxl experi-

OTH

t•nfe neeJetl. F.~h111.hed Jlathcd <.". uri·
er loakinH tu exp:md l'eu.-rbilt ron-

\'cruionah, l<ir·ride OJI!t. Good pay,
good benefit, ~ill17ed H:IUling. M·
F. 7:(J()..';JO. ean J-8Q0..831-0!70.

~•

~I

Your A1W'/I..Pit£.

~ ~ ~~

...

......
--~ :;~r~_r.... ,
• __,, : • ~;:~;
..__...

~

tree~.

Ahuts national for·

crcek~tatt!s.com

lAKE
LOG
IIO ME I
2-+
ACRf.S IS49.900. NF.'X1 1m !>J:!· ft.
log home p.1ckage on l.:lkc Cumbet-land, J(Y. gorgeous setting, weat
views, hardwoods, lake ac~---~.
p:w ed rtud~ & financing. Mans. 10
Cumherland Point. Wo n't last. Call
now! (800) 770-<J~l l ext. 9'1.7

LEAD

---

....--PEPSI MID AMERICA
NOW HIRING • BLITZ TRAINEES
Pepsi MidAmerica is seeking qualified applicants to fill the newly created,
entry-level posilion of Blit1 Trainee:. Represent Pepsi MidAmc:rica in the
placing uf new vendor c:qu1pment and merchandi,ing of all produciS. This
position is a 'tepping stone to !i:ile!l or management, The worling schedule
will he Wednesday through Sunday. from 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
F.ducatlon/Qualillcatlon~ · 4-ycar degree. strong commumcation ~kill~. high

energy level. and the desare to succeed. Pepsi MidAmerica is the largest indc:·
pendent boulcr in the nation. and offel'll a competitive compensation and ben·
dits package. Gradullft' Studmn welcome to upply.
•
J>epsi MidAmerica
Attn: Terri Menser
15JI U.S. Hwy 641
Benton, KY 42055
Email:

House Sitting
F~:lth<'r~cl fra~nds.

753-6147

:rryour
aassiflldSI
* ..; . . .
~·:';;:;.

ri:l11r

~:·;srarmY

i

- - - - - - - - ..

...... re• r: le avtna you

sc:hool, friends and fam•ly
jotn our teAtn a nd f• •rn co
load. In tho Kencudty Army
Nadonal Gua rd. YOU CAN !

KENTUCKY

- --1-GO-GUAI'Dcom

~

I

_

wlch p lency of time for

1-800-GO-GUA"O

kytnhnngr~ftttblu.com

nevvs

Car Stereo Specialist· Custom Installation

difficul t slwaclone. M o•c
Guard member$ aerve one
-k....s a month and cwo

Phone (270) 527-5088
Fax: (270) 527-54.58

GOT SOMETHING
TO SELL?

1
I

TEAM.
You ha- the deal,.. and the
drive co mate. lc co d•e cop.
In the Kentucky ANYYY
National Guard, you learn
skills chac .,.. c:rttlc:al to
teadtn& a "'"am chrou&f1

www.fiu.bizz.com

Shawn Maxwell

I
I

OUR

Apply online @

as weU as anv 0 1nrr Furry or
non·iurry cnrtcr• in r hear own
home envi run mcna.

=IN
tll r.

'Coupon Good Towards Purchase ol Regular PIICed MerchandiSe Only Nol Valid In CombinatiOn With Any Oth;!r Speoals, O.scouots or Offers.

s·.. - - - - - - - - -

meadows &

WE WILL TEND

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 2 70-753-011 3

Expires 5/09/03

view pan:el w/nice mix of low roll ing

Rdc>s, l·elin<!s, !'ish,

-------.
·--------- Sunset Boulevard
Music
n

WANT A RAISE? 1 YF.AR expcrient:e
I'AYS S 37/ mile for comp;my drivers!

I.AXE BAJlGAIN $2-6,900. Free t'OV·
ered boat ~hp! Gently ~oping IJke

Pet Sitting

Coupon

Si!DD OffCompact:
Any l\lew
Disc 0

67&i, \\WW.t'pe'>Ullll"J'))Ot.l'Offi

bfi~~

..

~- 1
~I

lng ;~dditiorol S9.5rmile. CDL-A 2 ye:~~
OTR experience required I·S00.9-m-

Mdea!(e-

& F.mpty L & N Trarr;.
Inc.,
fi00-663-7 126.

C2003 Bloekbuster Inc .

Ju!it 1 Block From M!iU Dorms

Sfllii\<Ortd tramll'lg prog hnmc:<.IJ:Ite
4953 wv.-w.hanlandexpress.oom
full berldil~ pack:lge, cb.c;.~ starting INHALERS·Aihutemi-Alrovent·Com·
weekly F.XPERJENCED TF.AM/ DRJ· bivent·Se::revent·A7.macort •Flovent
VP~ NF.FJJED A.'WII Scl~~~nd Od\!f.fi
Havin.B Difficulty?
wck onwl c.1ll Tr:tcy OOO::<i'5 3-277H EOF. Breillh;-l!lisy AK<ain. Medicare cnv·
CR..,T w"wJoinCRST.t'tltn
ered liquid tl1crapy may be available
START 2003 With Epes. Home Wt.'l'kif yo u qu31lfy . MED·A·SAVE l·ROO·
ends, Qm~ny drive!f'S up 10 $.36 224-1919 ext. KY1 203.
(indudes honu..es); Owner Operator;
REAL ESTATE
S.R.3 plus surcharge wn inet'IUJ,'es sav·

e.c.t Pn 3'i,QOO aa~ nxlea uonallake an
Tenn. Paved roods, water, sewer,
more. E>.cellent fm:uKin~. Call now
1~704-3154, ext. 348.
l..AKE CUMBEJU.AND, KEN1lJCXY
1WO NEW LOG !iOMI'.S an Twin
~ks Eslatc:s One lakeview, l•ne
mwrlor o r we t~.!n build 1>n any loL
O wne rs 270·734-6053 www.twin·

l\Qnu, ,

ing, Tr.an-{lQtlatton 6 months expenence required M·F, 7 a·') p; Sat. 8:1·

Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor.
for mformation contact:
1-800 525-)456, or
\\ \\'\\' .trustforll re.org

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

More experience pay:; mo rt:! Homellme! Benl!fir~! 12 mos. OTI(
requ ired He;anhnd Expte-.<i 800-441-

Home Most Week ends. Me;tls, Lodg·

Be
an

TAKE A BREAK FROM ALL THAT READING

D.RJ'\IEJtSo 11.1lTION.PAID TRAJNING.
No credit check:J ~ co-s!RflCI' net.>tlcd!
Why not litltt a great Cllreer? Comp;my

Place your
classified ad at the
Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall

ne-ws

the m urray state news
april 25, 2003

Reports:

Hotels:

Course requirements
postpone graduation

Make arrangements
early for graduation

From Page 1

From Page 1

made by both students and Unive rsity employees.
'' I think these things just happen
sometimes," Kessinger said.
" Everything does happen for a
reason, and I am grateful that this
time the reason was that 1 was
meant to walk (at graduation) with
my friend Krissi and her mom
Donna."
Parm said a maJor problem is
the i!>sue of students substituting a
clas~ in place of a required course.
"Instead of following explicit
catalogs, students think they can
substitute bowling for n core class
in the major," Parm said. "Consequently, they end up with enough
hours but shon in their necessary
classes."
Jason Oglesby. senior from
Mt.Vernon , Ill., said he was supposed to graduate two semesters

ago and is upset about changes in
the course catalog that affected the
times required classes were
offered.
"They changed catalogs."
Oglesby said. "Classes were not
offered an)lffiore, so my · teacher
told me to substitute classes. but
the substitutions were only
offered every other semester. So, I
will graduate next May instead of
this one."
Parm said some students can
walk in the May commencement
ceremony, even if they are not
graduating until August.
'1'he list found aL the Senior
Salute booth may have had your
name on it, but it did not mean
that you have met all requirements," Parm said. "If you do not
know, you bcucr ask us. We have
the tina! word."

to find accommodations,
those calls are not rare.
"We have (received the
calls) in the pao;t," Robertson
said. "We do refer them (to
available lodging nearby). We
would obviously want to keep
people as close as we could.
It's always a very bw;y time."
Robertson s;aid although the
administration encourages
parents to plan ahead. it docs
not take care of all their
needs.
"I know thnt we do a parents' newsletter that's on the
Web," he said. "We encourage them through that to make
reservations and plan early.
We do try to make them
understand that (lodging) is
limited. On Family Weekend,

,~ \h~e ~i ?a gg~~E ~~rr
1

graduation gifts including
scrapbooking supplies.
Court Square - Murray

Moo.

New Purses and bai!s bY ~
-M
-4U-~-

8

-n...s.

Ai. &: Sat.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Closed St.lndall

753-3333

a.m.- 10 P.m.

a.m.- 9 P.m.

www.Murraymeaua.cQa

Then become a server at
Pani's 1880's Settlement.
Applications may be
picked up at the
ho~tt..:ss podium.

View all these menus online right now.

Murray•s only online menu source.
Over 35, 000 hits, and growing dally.

Pagliai's, The Big Apple, Los Portales,
Martha's, Si~loin Stockade, The Bull
Tom's Grl.lle, Mr. ~t:t::.i's, Holnte's
Rest:aurant, Lacey's, Parcell's,
J~.ff..o.l.IC
Alpine's .
I!:'~~·
Service Provided by 0 Business

Pen,

t 0:30 a.m. to
midnight

10% discount off fannlna packaaes. swtmwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

8

What's for Breakfast?... For Lunch? ... For Dinner? ••.

Wanting to earn
$15 plus an hour?

Mon.- sat.

Tunniny & Storage A e nlu l

Hours

Homecoming and Alumni
Weekend, things fill up.
There arc certain times that if
it doesn'l till up, it gets pretty
close."
Ray said with the recent
closure of Calloway Inn.
lodging has been a bigger
problem, but she is hopeful
that the situation will remedy
itself.
"We're expecting quite a
bit of growth, so hopefully
we'll have (another hotel)
wanting to come here," she
said.
Ray said in the meantime,
the tourism commission is
more than happy to recommend lodging outside of Murray when there arc no vacancies within the city.

For more information
call 270-362-8844.

NIEON IBIEA«:H

15

Feabnw pemlllllllt .-...,

759-3663

nailt, IIIII mauap. Plcbnd left
to right n: Tammy Ropn,
Lottie Wyatt, nna Cook, 1nd
Angle -Duncan. Not plcbnd ...
lan Reck IIIII Mlrthl Hodps
(CMT). Will-ins . . wekome.
Special for MSU students.

Take a One Hour Vacation from

LA~----~~-L~~F~~~rwnKyMNnd
15th lnd Olive restannt.

YOUr bUSY daY!
Treat yourself or a loved one to a break rrom the everyday stress. We oHer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also orrer Herbal Body
Wraps and Girt Certificates are always available. Please call Sheila, Lesa.
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

~"~'t +lao~n
767-0045

KCW!iere 'E'l!eryone '!Jeseroe..~ a
One :Hour 'Ciacation. ''
Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murra

,.

25%

QcpcJI
3Ul.,au1

All Faculty, Staff, and Studen ts a re invited to
attend MSU DAY on Sunday, April 27, 2003 at
11:00 a.m.
Sr. john Missionary Baptist Church
122 Spmce Stree t
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-2258

Reu. A .H. Clark, Pastor

I'

Home of the Special Bean Roll"

11

0

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwichesr
cajun specials • salads · soups · BBQ

· special Price Lunch Menu ·
Congratulations graduates!
orne in with the family to celebrat

Open Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m.- 12 a.m.

"A Church w ith a Spiritual Vision for the w h ole

commwtity"

Cfaa every

'fri. for

i$2§..Q!!.
1 month
~JmltdaD~i$_~

$29~
~@W
.1.ir ~ruth craooiog

Takina Bomar. • Kelly Dick

Patty Knott • Heather Burkeen

Walk-Ins Welcome!
MON · SAT

753-3688

-

....

by "ealth.J fu .
(CaD lor all .,..&IDeJit

May tst- Loophole
Muse be 21 to stay forthe band!

Check our new webslce for bands chls summer:

www.murraymenus.com/blgapple.lvnu
dia • 759-8866

..

L

--

!!!!!!&!

Receive
/o
orr Hltbllihts
when you purchase
I month unlimited.

cr'uaiag OPt-'

1

day•

a week!

seta.

~ceytic,

the nnrray st:ttt~ ne-ws
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aprii2S. 2003

an evening with Nickel creek

Student Government Association and the Regional Special Events Center
present
•

·an evening with Nickel creek

Thursday, May t • 7:30p.m.
Regional Special Events Center • Murray, Kentucky

Tickets $15 Reserved Seats, $10 MSU Student (with ID)
To charge by phone, call the RSEC Box Office at 270-762-5577
Ticket Outlets: SGA Office, MSU • Sunset Boulevard, Murray • Betsy's Hallmark,
Benton • Katie J's, Mayfield • Unga Bunga Music, Paducah • DJ's Music, Paris, TN

-

;

J.

